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Holland City News.
VOL. XII.— NO. 41. HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1883. WHOLE NO. 610.
Holland (Situ | MBBN08, D. R., Drn" Store. Fine Dru«. Med-___ tcinex, Fancy (Jooda, Toilet Article* andFerfutnerlei. River street.
A WEEKLY NEWSPAPER.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT
HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN.
OFFICE: No. 52 EIGHTH STREET.
WILLIAM II. ROGERS.
Editor and PMUher.
Term* of Subscription:
$1.50 per year if paid in admntt; $1,75 if
paid at three month*, and $2.00 if
paid at tip months.
JOB PRINTING Promptly ami Nsatly Execute!
TERMS OP ADVERTISING:
Oneaqnaro of ten lines, (nonpareil.) 75 cent# for
first insertion, and 25 cents for each subsequent
insertion for any period under three mouths.
_ | 8 m. I 6 M. 1 1 T
1 Square ................2 “ ..................3 “ ................
>4 Column ........... .....
1 ::
\7AN PUTTEN. Wit., Dealer In Drugs. Medl-
V clnes Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W.VanDkn BiEo’sFamily Medicines; River 8t.
T17ALSH HHBBK. Druggist f& Pharmacist; a
VV full stock of goods appertaining to the bus-
iness.
furnituri.
\yfEYRH, BROUWER & CO., Dealers in all
iVl kinds of Furniture. Cnrtaius, Wall Paper,
Carpets, Coffins, Picture Frnmes.etc.: River st.
Qeneral Dealer*.
\7AN PUTTEN G„ & SONS , General Dealers
V in Dry Goods, Groceries. Crockery. Hats
and Caps, Flour. Provisions, etc. ; River street.
‘Hotel*.
/~1 IT Y HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers A Son*, Pro-
prietors. The only first-class Hotel in . the
city. Is located in the business center of the town,
and has one of the largest and best sample rooms
In the State. Free bus in connection with the Ho-
tel. Holland, Mich. KMy
pditional ?£ocal
pHCEN IX HOTEL. Kyde^^Ooffee,pmpHet°rs.
has eo^ faculties for the traveling public^ anvils
8 50 5 00 | 8 00 ,A
5 00 8 00 1 10 00 ,.
800 10 00 1 17 00
10 Oil 17 00 1 25 Oil t
17 00 25 00 | 40 00 r
23 00 40 00 | 65 00 p
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards In City Directory, not over three
flnes, $2.00 per annum. *
Notices of Births. Marriages, and Deaths pub-
lished whttout charge for subscribe! s.
All advertising bills collectable quarterly.
An X before the Subscriber’s name will dnnote
the expiration of the Subscription. Two XX slg-
nlfiea that no paper will be continued after dale.
THIS PAPBRr^Vri 0SJ?
paper Advertising Buresu (10 Sprnce 8t.), where
advertising contracts may be made for it in NEWYORK. _
OCUTT’ HOTEL. W. P. Scott, proprietor.
O *Thl* hotel Is located on the cor. of Ninth and
«. L ... Terms, $1.35 per day. Good accom-
can always be relied on. Holland,
8-lyMich.
class.
[TAVERKATB, G. J., Livery and Boarding
. 1 stable. Flue rigs and good horses can al-
ways be relied on. On Firh street, near Scott’sHold. 38-tf
-Bail $oatte.
Chicago & Wait Michigan Railway.
Taking Effect, Wednesday, Sept. 26, 1883.
Prom Holland Fr.onl,C&0tftt'hiriMrn. to iioilina.
Nl't
Exp.
Mix-
ed.
Mall. TOWNS. Mail.
Mix-
ed.
Nl’t
Exp.
p.m. a. m. a. in. p.m. a. m. a.m.
10t30 980 11 10 ....Holland ..... 8 25 8 15 6 15
10 65 10 00 11 do East Sangatuck 3 10 7 30 4 58
11 05 10 20 11 45 .New Richmond. 300 7 15 448
11 57 11 55 12 85 ,.Gd. Junction.. 2 20 5 52 3 55
18 20 18 85 12 55 2 02 520 885
1 50 8 15 2 25 .Benton Harbor. 1 05 820 880
2 15 830 885 ...8t. Joseph...12 55 8 10 8 15
3 40 6 00 845 ..New Buffalo..11 55 1 10 1 10
7 80 650 ....Chicago ..... 900 • ••t 10 00
a. m. p.m. p. m. a.m. a.m. p. m.
GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
Prom Holland to
Grand Rapids.
From Grd. Raplda
to Holland.
• ra.
75 85
a.m.
•8 15
p. m.
8 25 ....Holland .....
a.m
11 10
a. m.
920
p.m.
10 20
688 8 40 887 ....Zeeland ..... 10 45 840 10 10
600 985 8 57 ..fludsonvilic...10 27 740 9 40
615 10 15 408 ....Grandyille...!0 15 7 10 9 20
685
a.m.
10 40
a. m.
425
p.m.
..Grand Rapids.. 10 80
a. m.
685
a.m.
79 00
p.m.
VTIBBELINK, J. UM Livery and Sale Stable;
.1 Ninth street, near Market.
Xtat Varktti.
/UITK.J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and
V vegetables ; Meal Market on 8th street.
\TAN DER HAAR, Hm Dealer In Fresh, Salt,
V and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
and twine; 8th street.
XannfsotoriM, Kill*, Shop*, Xte.
I3AUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors1 of Ptugyer mils: (Steam Saw and Flour
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
\7AN RAALTB, B. dealer in Farm Implements
V and Machinery, cor. River end Ninth Street.
\X7TLMB, P. H. Manufacturer of Wooden, and
TT Iron and Wood combination Pinups. Cor*
10th and River streets.
Xotir? FnbUo*.
^TEGBNGA, A. P., Justice of the Peace andO Notary Public. Conveyancing done at fbort
notice. Office Zeeland, Michigan. 9-ly
FkriioUfi*.
DEBT, R. B., Physician and Surgeon, can be
found in his office, on River street, next door
lo^). K. Meengs, drug store.
17 RBMKKS, It., Physician and Bnrgeon. Real-
IV dence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market
street. Office at the drag 'store of Kremers A
Bangs. Office hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m., and
from 5 to 6 p. m. 5Q-ly
OUUIPHOR8T,' L. Physician and Surgeon;
O office at the drag store of Schepers A bchip-
hurst: is prepared at all times, day or night, to
attend to “calls."
\I ANTING, A. G.. Physician and Surgeon;
NI office at Graafrchap Village, Allegan county
Mich. Office boors from 12 to 2 p.m. 28-1 y.
hrtsgripktr.
MUSKEGON BRANCH.*
From Holland to
Muskegon.
From Muskegon
to Holland.
a.m. p.m a. m. p.m. p.m. pm.
7 45 8 25 10 55 ....Holland. ... 325 1 53 9 5J
620 8 50 11 15 ...West Olivo... 300 1 37
....finshklll ....
4 0(1 11 23
700 4 25 11 45 ..Grand Haven.. 2 85 1 07 900
7 10 4 3) 11 53 ...Fcrrysburg... 223 1 (ft 850
740 5 10 12 23 ... Muskegon... 1 50 12 25 7815
m. p.m. p. m. p.m. p. m. p.m.
ALLEGAN BRANCH.
From Holland to From Allegan to
Allegan. '' Holland.
a.m.
. 8 20
p. m.
825 ........ Holland .......
a. m.
11 03
p. m.
2 00
9 10 860 ........ Fillmore ....... 10 85 180
985 400 ........ Hamilton ........ 10 80 1 15
10 15 4 17 ...... Dnnning ........ 1) 15 12 40
10 50
p.m.
440
p.m.
........ Allegan . ...... 50
a.m.
12 00
p.m.
• Mixed trains,
t Runs daily, all other trains daily except Sun-
day- All trains run by Detroit time.
THE FAST TRAIN:-Leaves Grand Rapids at
1:15. p.m ; leave Holland at 8:00; Grand Junc-
tion, $:55; Bangor, 8;10: St. Joseph 4:00; Near
Buffalo, 4:55; arrives in Chicago? 80 L«avm Chi-
cago, 8 40 p. ta.; New Baflhlo. 7:83; St. Joseph,
8:10; Bangor. 8:00; GPand Junction, 9:10; Hoi
land, 10:00; and arrlyes in Grand Rapids at 10:45.
ittstoess
Attorney*.
TTOWARD.M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
£1. Notary Public; Riverstreet. ---------
If OBRIDK. A CARROLL. Attorneys at Law,
ifl Lepplg^s Block, Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Business in Kent, Ottawa aod Allegan Counties
will be promptly attended to. V-'
Coatmlitloa Xnofcut.
T) BACH, W. H. Commission Merchant, and
AJ dealer in Grain. Flonr and Prodnco. High-
est market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
store cor Eighth A Fish streets, Holland, Mich. 1?
Drug* and Ksdlotai*.
T'VOBSBURO, J . O. Dealer in Drugs and Medl-U clnes. Pat Ut* and Oils, Brushes, Ac^ Phy-
iciani prescriptions carefally put up. Eighth tit.
Holland, Mich.
for accommoda-
THE REV. GEO. H. THAYER, of Bourbon,
Ind., says: '‘Both myself and wife owe our lives to
Shiloh’s Consumption Cure.” Sold by D. R.
Moengs.
ARE YOU MADE miserable by Indigestion,
Constipation, Dlulness, Loss of Appetite, Yellow
skin? Shiloh's Vllalizer is a positive cure. Hold
by D. R. Meeugs.
WHY WILL YOU congh when Shiloh’s Cure
will give immediate relief. Price 10 cts. 50 cts.
and $1. Sold by D. U. Meengs.
SHILO S CATARRH REMEDY— a positive
cure for Catarrh, Diphtheria and Canker Mouth.
Sold by D. R. Meengs.
“HACKMETACK." a lasting and fragrant per-
fume. Price 25 and 00 cents. Sold by D. R,
Meengs.
SHILOH’S CURE WILL Immediately relievo
Croup, Whooping congh and Bronchitis. Sold by
D. R. Meengs.
FOR DYSPEPSIA and Liver Complaint, yon
have a printed guarantee on every bottle of
ShLoh’s Vltallzer. It never falls to cure. Sold by
D. R. Meengs.
A NARAL INJECTOR free with each boyle of
Shiloh’s Catarrh Remedy. Price 50 cents. Sold
by D. R. Meeugs.
Bargains in Towels at Bertsch’s.
Twenty-five cenls buys a Towel that can-
not be bought anywhere else for less than
40 or 50 cents. Going very fast. 40-
[omoiAL.i
Common Ootmoll.
properties, needs a warm atmosphere, so
here it haa been found by experiment (hat
the degree of heat required for Ihe work
The i:ommon council mst in specisi session, i of (hia vital yeast la 100°. But the vital
^ “ * >“*< ><»• torenM,
street special assessment district. I no more, no lm. Now alcohol operates,
as we have seen, to lower the temperature
of the body. In the stomach of the alco-
hol drinker, the gastric juice lies dead
and useless. It cannot do its work, worse
atm. One of the elements of this juice
and the moat important is albumen or
pepsin, as it la called, 1. e. the cooking In-
gredient. In every 1000 ports of ihe juice,
~~ - - ---- . , , 1 15 are this Indispensable substance which
*p^cU?*as see * men t° ^ istr i ct* belaud theD Mm^is does the work of dissolving the albumen
hereby accepted. 0f f()0(j Jjf„w being itself albumen,
Which said resolution was adopted two-thirds o ^ ,
all the aldermen elect concnrring therein by yens like the white of the ep:g, alcohol as we’ »d‘: k congulote. It and precipllato. It,
Nays, none. leaving the juice so much water unable to
tr iJw'TZ. Wlf.™ di880lTe mo8t arliclea, such
the earth under sidewalks was lower than the AS fish or tripe.
average level of the madway. 7| no( (h ^  ^ mthsr of
On motion of Aid. Harrington- . . i
RtAdttd. That the matter of extra filling here- dyspepsia and all those enls m the human
ferred to the committee on streets and bridges and tVStem which flaw from CULINARY APPARA-
the Clerk to determine the amount of extra com- * j j
pensatlon to be paid to the coutractor.— Adopted. | TUS THAT WILL NOT COOK 7
Holland, Mich., Nov. 18, 1688.
Commo C n el e al .
,t 4 o’clock p. ra.. pursuant to a c ......
.or the purpose of Inspecting the
istrict.
Members present: Mayor Bearh, Aldermen
Harrington. Williams, Bealtema, Kramer, Work-
man, and Nylaud. ,
Aid. Werkman was appointed clerk pro Urn.
On motion of Aid. Harrington—
Resolved. That the Connell proceed In a body to
Inspect the grading of Ninth street.-Adopied.
Aid. Boyd and the Clerk boro appeared.
The Connell proceeded to Ninth street and re-
viewed the grading work. Alter their retorn to
the Connell rooms.
On motion of Aid. Harrlngton-
Llvurandflile SUbl*«.
JOONK U„ Livery ---- ------------ ----
J andbarnon Marketstreet. Everything first-
For Sale.
A good farm consisting of .250 acres, 170
acres improved land with fruit ol all kinds
on the premises. The land is located
about 4 miles northwest of this city. Will
be sold on easy terms. Inquire at the
fkws Office, or of James Cornford, at
the place.
Holland, Mich., Aug. 7, ’83. 27-8m
The best assortment of Saxony Yarns
and Worsteds in the city at D. Berlpph’i
lave also a full supply of German Knit-
ting Yarns on hand. . 40-
II IGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer. Gal-
ll lery opposite this office. ____
Watohii and Jmlry.
() REYMAN, OTTO Watchmaker ,J ewelttr, and
13 dealer In Fancy Goods; Corner of Market
and Eighth Street.
\T7YKI1UY8BN, H.. dealer in Watches, Clocks,
VV Jewelry and Spectacles, cor. Ninth and
Cedar etreeu, Holland Mich. 94-lv.
^odftws.
I. 0. cf 0. F.
HollandClty Lodge, No. 192, IndepondentOrder
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
Fellows Hall, Holland, Mich., onTnesday Evening
of each week
Visiting brothers arccordlally Invited.
Thos. McMastbr, N. G.
William Baumgabtil. K. 8.
F- & A. X.
ARiauLABCommnnlcatlon of Unity Lodgb.
No. 191, F. A A. M.. will be held at MasonlcHall
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Nov.
14, atTi’clock, sharp.
O. Brkymam, W.M.
D.L.Botd.&c’V.
•Produce, Etc-
( Corrected every Friday by E. J. Harrington.
Apples, ft bnshel ................. $ 75 @ 1 00
Beans, W bnshel.. ....... ....... 1 50 <5 1 75
Bnttbr, V lb .................... 19 80
Eggs, ^  dozen. I ...................  @ 20
Honey, fl W.... .................. @ , ;
Onions, V„bpehels ............... id) 1 00
Potatoes, ft bnshel ............ .... 35 @ 40
foals, Feed, Etc.
(Corrected every Friday by W.H. Beach.)
Bnckwheat, JMjnsbd... ........
Bran, ;$ 100 lbs ...... ..............
Barley, V 100 lb. ....................
Clover seed, f 8).. ...... ..........
Corn Meal |M0O tbs ...............
Corn, shelled ft bushel ..... .......
Flour, $1 brl... ......... ........ ....
Fine Corn Meal 9 100 lbs .........
Feed, V ton .................
“ 910Ol> ...... . ........... ...
Hay, 9 ton ..... . ..... . ....... .. .. 8 00
Middling, 9 100 lb ...............
Oats.9 oushsl ..... ....
Pearl Barb-v, 9 100 B>..
TlroofhT Seed. 9 bnshel ..........
Wheat, white 9 bushel ......... ....
Red Foils - — -vv-
Lancaster Red, 9 bushel. ,
On motion of Aid. Harrington—
Resolved, That the Mayor and Clerk be and are
hereby instructed to Issue a warrant on the city
treasurer in the sum of three hundred and sixty
dollars and sixty cents, the same being In pay-
ment for the cutting and filling of three thonsand
and five cubic yards at 18 cents per cubic yard, ac
cotdlng to contract.— Adopted.
On motion of Aid. Kramer—
pvertisfmctttis.
A Startling Eiioowy.
Physician? are often alartled by remark-
..... ......... .... l able discoveries. The fact that Dr. King's
N.W Di«o«r, (or Oop.unp.lon ond .11
graveling Nlath street special assessment district, Throat and Lung diseases is daily curing
relating to the re-laying of sidewalks, be rescinded ......... . .. .
and so amended that the sidewalks between Fish patients that they have given Up to die, 18
and^ Cedar streets be re laid four inches above glarl,lDglhemtore|lli8elhfllp8onwordutjr|
Which said resolution was adopted two-thirds and examine into the merits of this wonder*
n.^rwio*”1 rul discovery; resulting In hundred, ol
lams. Benkema, Kramer, Werkman, Boyd, and our best Physicians Using it in their prac-
°on*' ' tlcn. Trl.1 Boltin, free it H. ffalih'n
Drug Store. Regular Size $1.00.
ATTENTION
Farmers and
Woodsmen.
We will buy all ihe Slave and Heading
Bolls you can make and deliver the year
round, viz:
Oak Slave Bolts, 30 inches long.
White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 incites long.
Dim Stave Bolts, 33 inches long.
Back Ash Stave Bolls, 33 inches long.
Back Ash Heading Bolls 88 inches long.
InsSwood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
Bne Heading Bolls, 20 inches Iona.
For making contracts or further in
formation apply to Fixter’s Slave Factory.
ED. VER 8CHURE, Bupt.
or to G. Van Putten & Sons* store.
H. WYKHUYSEN
-dealer in-
Solid Gold and Plated Chains.
Ladies' and Gents' Loekets,
Silverware, Platedware,
Jewelry and Clocks.
I also keep on hand a full line of
Spectacles!
T. ROMEYN BECK.
Holland, Moy. 12, 1883.
Nyland. Nays, none.
Council adjourned.
GEO. U. 8IPP. City Clerk.
For the Holland City Newt:
No. 4. Alcohol la the Stomach.
The Eitpeit Will la the Worll.
The McGuigan gat well, the light from
Wc with to look ,„.d.y Into the kitch.n I -h'oh“,> * P18'”'* ““ ,r',m ll,,, °!
of the body. The proc.c. which go for- Wto tag H.ll i. the P»ne,r gu well of
ward I hoe arc .intil.r to tho* with which th‘8 «• 1 '» * f oer8
we are familiar in our own dwelling,. ™**t ™* * ht mol' l“‘L 8 '"»'>
For after all, art can use only th, force8 I» *« 8»uk tor oil, not and the great
and material, which nature provide, and n«"olr “P^d “n»"re8-
her proccaae, and product, arc at best hut h8' lll'M ral1" 7’"
clumsy imiiHlions. \Viu> ^er ^lnk^ A in^he^world! hating reached 4,800
ra' r;*.
Even ihe k8^118 Cl*ude ftmla htoke^nd^were UfUhure** amf for
produce “ ‘7. °r .ome time th. well wa. d.«r,cd. Than a
'Og ory 0 a  ' new concern took hold of it, and la now
We need sav nothing here of the long . flttl .
and eventful journey of the food through dr'11"* 'ur lie ^
the alimentary canal. Of it. m^.lca.lon The rop. broke In March and .he cable,
by the teeth, iu aalnration by the .ylvla, 000 '"d #;<X“
lw rapid motion through the quivering «"d *8'7n* “"7' oa,< P8r,ed "T«D
walk, of the esophagus or gullet. Al hundred <c; Irou. thc top and .1 elfo
length It arrive, a thick, pastry maw, at l» c8lth b“ld ,,r *nd .d~ "
the door of the atomach compotod mainly 'b«*/*»‘ lm° 8b'rt “r drl11 *' lbe lo"er
of ft, two uniform Ingredient., albuml. 8“d «'8d- The w^m.n .era then dda-
non, and oily matters Now begin, a to- cb8r«ed *"d lbe Publ e 8lWl*!d ,b“ *el!
rie. of wonderful Iranaformetion. by abandoned. Buperlntondnnt Cn»cker had
which It la changed Into bipod and living 'b“»*b‘ °f ‘be 7 ' tAddl;
tisane. Of the later atep, of .hi. -procea. »>“»•' '™l8 "8re Procu«dvand a a rec n «
we have no time to apeak here. They are I d“*« re8Uraed- Tbe wblcb
My stuck of
^SILVERWARES
is unsurpassed in this city.
Particular attention is called to the fact
that all my goods are first-class and are
sold at low prices.
Come in and see my Stock* Watches
• and Clocks repaired on
short notice.
NINTH STREET, OPPOSITE FIRST OHURCD.
H. WYKHUYBKN.
Holland. Mich., Oct. 84. 1882. 84-lv
more or less familiar. We notice only
the beginning of tbe change. Tbe stom-
ach, that vital organ, shaped like a
rounded sac. has two coats or liniages.
The outermost is a muscular membrane,
whose function, like that of the other
muscles, is to produce motion. In the
case of the stomach, the motion is, of
course, involuntary and takes place only
during the passage of the food through
TO COFFEE DRINKERS !
LEVERINGS' ROASTED COFFEE
IS THE BOSS COFFEE.
ONLY SOLD IN POUND PACKAGES.
Always Full Weight!
KO um DU VARNISH ABOUT IT!
ALWAYS GIVES SATISFACTION.
was dry, was filled wltl. water to Resist Id
floating tbe cable, n proper instrument
was inserted, aud the rope was caught and
lifted out. It was supposed that after*
getting the rope taut, a "sucker rod"
would have to be sent down to loosen it
from the drill at the bottom,. as that was
fast and could not be lifted with the weak-
ened rope. Fortunately the Tope cut it-
self off where ll wnd nttsched to (he
;t.— '‘s-:™- : 5= | - «-  r “ «— •
from aide to aide, like that of a churn, and The neat thing to du wa. to remove the
Hi effect la to.nianp.be food more inti "8l« rom lb» wc" *nd D* W“'.'
matelywith the fluid which lathe ciJreaor.cd'o, *ben ne^y a barrel of v ryl
Inairnment in dige.tlon and known floe ernde ^  J e ™ *
physiology as Ihe gastric or stomach juice. cwed ^  *bo d*Plt “[ n I'400
The Inner coating of the alom.ch we moat >"d 8 «'>; When the water t. removed
eaamine more carefally. It I., delicate h^hwlllto done In a or twoa
membrane made up of ava.t number of ** «« f,bedrl*
llitle tube, arranged to to form . rough, 4nd ““ dlffl“"^ '• "nll“lP««l b '“f
uneven surface, looking under the micro- >"8 “ 8Ur'7 ™en lbls 18
.cope like chain, of monnt.ina running in accompli. had the work of deepening the
every direction. No. a. the food emcr, well will be recommenced Mr. Crocker
the atomach, the pa, tide, -trike again..8**'88 b« b“ bl!
these mountain peak, and the valley, that *»' bl“ ^ ,5” ^
me among .hem, in o.ber word, lte.. »”d br >“ bo c',u d K0 0
myriad llftle lube, begin to «nd forth the 'be depth of 7,000 feet, W he hope, to
water conr.es. Each liltlo cell discharges ™ch oil In p.y.ng quanlille. at a ni.
a clear, tran.parent fluid, of an amber additional depth.— ( IP. Va.) Bti-
color, having distinct acid properties. I
This is tbe solvent which nature or rather . mtemommsaatgs^MWissssmmm
Gr. “7;
solve and change the albumen of the food Brainard>s Mmicni World. A charming
or that thick glutinous envelope which likeness of Mrs. E. Aline Oagond, with a
wrens ud the starchy and oily substance brief sketch of her musical career, is aK ... ..I f^alnro Tha ntiap.-lliifilf rnrrAA-
which the particles of food contHin. No-
tice here as we pass one most wonderful
adaptation' of the maoyJbat proclaims
Divine Adapter. The gastric juice is a
ferment, like yeast. It acts upon tbe
mass submitted to it like the yeast on the
dough, by boiling. But just as tbe dough,
, n o o i uuvju k uw gu, Annum, o. draw
Or ALL GROCERS KEEPJJ^ffl in 0T^et t0 be permeated by the leavening street, Chicago, III.
pleasant feainre. Tbe miscellany, corres-
pondent, news, gossip, editorials, etc., are
excellent, and of much intercut »o ail who
love art. Tbe music comprises a new
wtiliz-sung, "Bweet Roses;** a ballad by
(Jowen; selections from the new opera,”
"Prince Methusalem” and other fine
pieces. Price 15 cents per copy; $1 56 per
a . 8 B ainabd’s Sons, 180 Slate
f(oI!t»ttl 4ilS Stws,
TTOLL\ND CITY. MICHIGAN.
THE NEWS CONDENSED.
THE NOYEMBER ELECTIONS.
Elections were held in ten States of the Union
tn Tuesday, Nor. & The result*, as indicated
in the report* telegraphed from the various
State* on the morning following the polling, are
noted below:
Jfassaohutett*.—Tbo election in the Bay
State was for Governor and other State officers
and a Legislature. There were five tickets in
the field for the sovereigns to choose from— Re-
publican, Democratic, Greenback, Independent
Greenback; and Prohibition — and the choice
fell upon the Republican by a good
round majority. Gov. Butler was sat
down upon pretty solidly. A very heavy
vote was poUed, a* the result of the bitter
canvas* by the Butler and anti-Butlerltes. The
majority for George D. Robinson, the Republican
candidate for Governor, is between 12,000 and
16,000. Butler gained on his vote of last year in
lees than a score of places in the State, while
the Republicans gained heavily in all part* of
the State. Butler ran about 16,000 votes ahead
of the rest of his ticket Both houses of the
Legislature are strongly Republican. The Pro-
hibitionists polled less than 2.000 votes In the
entire State. The Massachusetts Republicans
are greatly elated at the overthrow of Butler.
New York.— Hew York elected a Secretary of
State, Comptroller, Treasurer, Attorney General,
Engineer and Surveyor, and both branches of
the Legislature, and voted upon a proposition to
abolish contract labor in the State prisons.
There were four tickets in the field— Democratic,
Republican, Greenback and Prohibition.
The vote was a light one. Gen. Carr,
the Republican candidate for Secretary
of State, is re-elected by a majority of 10,000 to
16,000; Mavnard, his Democratic opponent, was
account or his strongcut in all directions, on
prohibition record. The balance of the Demo-
cratic SUte ticket is elected by a smtll major-
ity. The State Senate stands 18 Republicans
and 14 Democrats; the Assembly, 68 Republi-
cans and 60 Democrats. The Democratic major-
ity in New York city is about 48,000, in a total
poll of It! XOj.
Pennspleanfo.— Pennsylvania voted for an
Auditor General and State Treasurer, and there
were four tickets from which to make a choice—
Republican, Democratic, Prohibition and Na-
tional A light vote— only about <00,000 was
polled. The vote in 1880 was nearly 800,000
above this, and last year 143,000 votes were cast
Great apathy prevailed in all parts of the State.
William Llvesey and Jerome B. Niles, the Re-
publican candidates for Treasurer and Auditor,
are elected by s majority of 16,000 to 20,000.
Virginia.— The election in Virginia was for
members of the Legislature. One of tho bitter-
est canvasses in the history of the Old Dominion
had been waged for weeka between the Demo-
crats and the Rcadjusters and Republicans,
under the leadership of Mahone. The negroes
stood by Mahone in solid phalanx. The returns
at this writing indicate that the Democrats have
secured a majority, though small in both
s of the Legislature. The Democratsbranche  
made gains in all the white districts, and in some
of Mshone’s strongest ooontles. The latter held
his own pietty well in most of the black coun-
ties. The election passed off quietly, contrary
tn the face by an unknown person.
Minnesota.— Minnesota elected a Governor
and other State officers, and voted upon three
Constitutional amendments regulating election!
and the tenure of certain State officers. The
entire Republican State ticket was elected. Hub-
bard, for Governor, runs several thousand be-
hind his ticket, his Democratic opponent captur
ing a great many Republican Norwegian votes.
Hubbard's majority is about 12,000, while the
balance of the ticket Is elected by probably
18,000.
Connecticut.— Twelve Senators, a full House
Of Representatives and eight Sheriffs were voted
for in Connecticut. Tho Republicans secure
both branches of the Legislature, the majority
being 60 on Joint ballot, and captorethe Shriev-
alty in five of the eight counties.
Jfanrtand.— Maryland chose a Governor and
other State officers, and a Legislature. A very
large vote was polled. McLean, for Governor,
and the entire Democratio ticket are elected by
majorities ranging from 8,000 to 15,000 The
Democrats also secure a majority in the Legis-
lature on Joint ballot •
New J every. —Hew Jersey elected a Governor,
Six State Senators and a full Assembly. The
Democrats, Republicans, Nationals and Prohibi-
tionists placed tickets In the field. Leon Ab-
bott. Democratio candidate for Governor, has
about 7,000 majority. The Democrats have a
majority of the Legislature by three on Joint
Nebratka.—Tbe voting in Nebraska was for
a Justice of the Supreme Court and a Regent of
the State University. The Republican candi-
dates for both offices are elected by from 6,000
to 8,000 majority.
I Mississippi.— In Mississippi a Legislature
was chosen. Returns indicate a sweeping
Democratic victory. The election passed off
auletly. The only disturbance in the State, as
yar as beard from, waa in Copiah county,
where Wheeler killed Mathews. Mathews
went to the polls with a pistol in his band.
He received twenty-four bnckahot In the face.
Chicago.— There was an election In the city
of Chicago and Cook county for Judge of the
Superior court and for County Commissioners,
resulting in the success of all the Democratio
candidates by majorities ranging from 2,600 to
4,600, in a total poll of 46,000, or less than half of
a full vote.
Other Elections.— County elections were
held throughout Kansas, the Republican candi-
dates being successful in most of the counties.
At a municipal election in Detroit, the Re-
publicans captured the Mayoralty by 400 major-
ity and the Democrats the City Treasurerthlp by
1.200 mahrity. The City Council is largely
Democ- afi<j _
Wont of the Morris and Essex railroad since
1887, and was elected Governor of the State
in 1863.
By the explosion of the boiler of the
tug J. N. Thompson, off Ward’s Island, N. Y.,
four persons, Including the Captain and his
wife, were instantly killed, while three
members of the crew were taken
to the hospital batjly wounded....
A gale at Buffalo, N. Y„ blew down a four-
story building being constructed by Jacob
Dold. Twelve men were burled in the ruins.
Five were killed and seven others were se-
riously injured.
•At Atlantic City, N. J., three chil-
dren of George R. Barnes, hotd-keepor, while
out driving, were killed by a freight train.
The election news heretofore printed is in the
main correct, later returns making bat little
change in the figures and results there
announced. Full returns from Msssachusett1
give Robinson a majority of 10.101 over Bntlen
while Ames has 18,000 for Lieutenant Governor*
Abbett is elected Governor of New Jersey by 7. .r,oQ
majority, and the Democrats hold theLegbla-
cure by five majority on joint ballot The Re-
publicans in New York have eighteen majority
in the Assembly and four in the Senate,
but the Democrats seem to have secured
the minor State offices, with the exception of
Secretary of State. Democratic sains In Vlr-
10.000. Fonr-fifths of the members of the MU-
slssirpi Legislature will be Democrats. The
Republican majority in Penayl vanla is about
16.000. There U great rejoicing among the Dem-
ocrats of thi Soothe- n States at the overthrow
of Mahone In Virginia, and Massachusetts Re
publicans rejoice with exceeding great Joy a!
n* downfall oi Butler In the Bay State
THE WEST.
Later accounts of the cyclone at
Springfield, Mo., say four more persons have
died from the effects of their injuries— Mrs.
Pennington, Jeff Edmonson, William Ilger
and the infant son of John Champieux.
This makes eleven deaths in all, and two
others are not expected to live.
At a meeting of manufacturers of
barbed wire held In Chicago, a committee
was appointed to arrange a basis of
compromise with the Washburn &
Moen company under more favor-
able terms, it being claimed that the royal-
ties at present are unjust and excessive. . . .
8. P. Swartz, a lumberman of Grand Rapids,
Mich., has been pulled down by accomodation
paper. Assets $40,000 and liabilities of $44,-
000. . . .Kellogg, Sawyer & Co., lumber men at
Kalamazoo, Mich., have made an assignment.
Their liabilities are placed at between $160,-
000 and $200,000, with assets reaching $300,-
000 ____ Frank A. Fletcher, a shirt man-
ufacturer of Chicago, made an as-
signment. Scheduled debts aggregating
$68,608, and assets of $67,036....
Newton Jackson, a lumber dealer in South
Bend, Ind., has failed, with assets of $100,000
and liabilities of $88, 000.... Adolph Hoeber,
a St. Louis liquor dealer, failed for $.'3,000.
....A smash-up on the Pan-handle road, near
Newark, Ohio, caused by a careless brake-
man leaving a switch open, resulted in
the killing of an engineer and fire-
man and tho mortal wounding of
two other employes of the road .....
At Logansport, Ind., George West shot and
killed editor Williams, of tho Advertiser, be-
cause the latter accused him (West) of being
too Intimate with Williams' wife....K. N.
Fitch, formerly cashier of the Second Nation-
al bank, of Warren, Ohio, pleaded guilty to
embezzling $80,000, and was sentenced to
five years' imprisonment.
The preliminary examination of Orrin
A. Carpenter, for the murder of Zora Burns,
has been dragging its slow length along
during the past week, at Lincoln, III, be-
fore Judge Lacy. Little has been added
to 'what was developed at the Coroner's In-
quest, the testimony elicited being about the
same as that given before the Coroner.
While Mrs. Dukes was giving her testimony,
the father of the murdered girl was observed
standing beside the prisoner, and trembling
violently. The Sheriff searched him, but
found no weapons, and the old man declared
that he had no thoughts of assassination. A
brother of the murdered girl appeared on the
scene, and swore that he had received a letter
from Zora announcing that tho object of her
visit to Lincoln on the 14th of October was to
have an operation performed on her throat.
The defense summoned witnesses Jo impeach
the character and veracity of Mrs. Rebecca J.
Carpenter (no relation to the accused), the
woman who testified that she took Zora's
letters from her trunk and read them, and
detailed the contents of one to Carpenter at
Lincoln, in which Zora urged him to come
over to Decatur and have some fun. A num-
ber of the Carpenter woman’s neighbors tes-
tified they would not believe her on oath.
The prosecution offset this swearing by the
testimony of unequal number of tho woman’s
neighbors that her reputation for veracity was
good. There was some talk of lynching
Carpenter during the progress of the In-
vestigation, but they were only the utter-
ances of hot-headed and Irresponsible parties.
Dr. A. N. Miller, of Lincoln, wont to iit.
Elmo, and, accompanied by a Justice of
the Peace, exhumed the body of Zora
Burns. The brains, liver, kidneys and intes-
tines were removed and hermetically sealed
in cans. They were taken to Chicago, where
the parts will be examined by a chemist at
Rush Medical college. It Is the Doctor’s opin-
ion that O. A. Carpenter is guilty of the mur-
der, and he thinks the coming examination
will substantiate the theory of abortion.
The south front of the south wing of
the Wisconsin State house at Madison, the
structure being in course of erection,' fell
upon the workmen, the roof following. The
building was 70x123 feet in breadth and depth
and seventy feet high. The noise of the col-
lapse was frightful, and the detonations fol-
lowed each other for fully half a minute. The
ruins were filled with groans and cries for
help. Four thousand people hurried Into the
park and beheld a terrifying spectacle. Three
tottering walls partially surrounded
the scene. Six workmen hung by the limbs
in midair to dangling rafters, three of tbe
victims being dead. - Five men were killed,
nearly all being horribly mangled. Four oth-
ers were mortally hurt. 'Seventeen were less
seriously injured ..... H. C. McGee, a farmer,
living ten miles from Kansas City, killed his
wife and a daughter, aged 20, with a shotgun,
and then took a fatal done of morphine.
The three corpses were discovered
by McGee's younger children when
they returned from school ____ Aggie
Hill produced, In a Ban Francisco
court, her alleged marriage contract with ex-
Fonutor Sharon. The latter looked at the
document and used such language that tho
Judge ordered him removed from the court-
room. . . .Mrs. M. E. Sabin, mother of Senator
D. M. Sabin, died suddenly of heart disease,
at Stillwater, Minn.
Citizens of Cheyenne have filed
articles of incorporation for tbe Black
Hills and Montana Railroad company, with a
capital of $10,000,000, which Intends soon to
lay track into the cattle region and to the
coal lands near Fort Fetterman ..... The main
walls of tho great Mormon temple at Salt
Lake City have Just been completed. They
are ten feet thick, of solid granite, eighty-
five feet high. Tho foundation was laid
twenty-eight years ago. The cost to the
present time is $4,500,000. Six years more
will be required to complete it.
The second act in the Zora Burns
elusion of which the frieodlr of Carponte:
crowded around him to congratulate him up-
ADDITIONAL NEWS.
on the very favorable answer to the charge
against him. The father of murdered
girl mode an attempt to dc vfcteno) tc
the accused, but was seized by officers.
1 he prisoner was immediately driven to his
borne, and tho meeting with his family after
his three weeks’ confinement is said to have
teen a most affecting scene. Efforts are now
being made to trace out the abortionist at
whose hands Zora Burns met her death.
A dispatch from Madison, Wia.,
says the men wounded by tho State-house dis-
aster are progressing favorably, and that no
more deaths are likely to result Five lives
were lost by the accident and the Coroner
has been Investigating tho matter, with
a view of ascertaining who is
to blamo. The Building Commisslonert
secured the services of A. C. Nash, a promi-
nent Cincinnati architect and Godfrey Lud-
wig, Superintendent of Public Buildings ol
Cincinnati. They went to Madison, and last
Monday began an expert examination of the
ruins. Other exports were also summoned
to testify. The testimony goes to show many
serious defects In construction.
Two residents of Caldwell, Idaho,
who lay asleep in their blankets in an unfin-
ished hotel, were killed with coupling-pins by
a brace of desperadoes. Tho murderers wore
captured, but it is believed that they will be
left to tho Sheriff to execute.
THE SOUTH,
After the polls had closed at Wake-
field, Va., K. W. White was mortally wounded
In a row. W. H. Morris, who is supposed tc
have fired the shot, was pursue! by Infuri-
ated citizens and probably killed.... . John L.
Martin, a wife-murderer, was taken from the
guards at Lullng, Texas, by masked men and
hanged.
Moses, the husband of the fat woman
who recently died in Baltimore, claiming that
he was impoverished, sold her remains to s
physician, to be exhumed in December.
At Laurinburg, N. C. while a gather-
ing of colored people was in McLean’s hall,
the boor gave way, followed by tho wall
tumbling down. A wild scene of excitement
ensued. Alter all had been extlcated fr6ro
the ruinselght were found Injured, two mor-
tally.
James Truxhill, a white man, wa*
hung from a crossbeam of the high bridgt
that spans the Kentucky river, on the Cincin-
nati Southern railroad, by a mob. Truxbil
was accused of outraging a lady named Mrs
Coones. Ho was dragged from th«
jail by the indignant people and
swung in mid-air forty feet from the
trestle and 250 feet above the ground....
A negro murderer was lynched by a mob ol
blacks at Mount Monroe, N. C.... A human
skull, measuring forty inches around the
forehead, has been unearthed near King
wood, Va.
WASHINGTON.
The jury in the case of Hallett Kil-
bourne against John G. Thompson, for $350, •
000 damages for false Imprisonment, re-
turned a verdict of $60,000 for tho plaintiff.
A motion for a new trial was made by the
defense.
Postmaster General Gresham has
caused such inquiries to be made as to the
average weight of single-rate letters as tc
lead postofflee officials to think that he in*
tends to recommend an increase to one
ounce.
It is said that Gen. Hancock is like! j
to go to Chicago as the successor of Gen.
Sheridan. The commandant at Governor’i
island is personally much averse to leaving
New York city.
POLITICAL.
The Senatorial contest in Ohio it
the hottest ever known. Pendleton seeim
to have drawn ol tho hostility of all the
Democratic leaders, and it Is now thought
that, after a complimentary vote Is given hire
in January, Henry B. Payne will be taker
up. Other candidates are Gens. Durbin Ward
and George W. Morgan, Judges Seenoy and
Geddes, and Hon. John W. Bookwalter.....
At a meeting of the Governor and Councl
of Massachusetts, George L. Ruffin, the col
ored lawyer, was again nominated for Judge
of the Charlestown District court.... A cal
has been Issued for a meeting of the Repub-
lican National committee at Washington or
the 12th of December.
Many of Ben Butler’s friends bemoan
their confidence in his election. A man in
Lowell mortgaged f. house to raise $17,000,
and lost It all in bets. One enthusiast in Boa
ton and several In Essex county lost theli
homes, and a milkman In Stoneham wagered
his route. A conductor on the Fitchburg
road won $8,000 on Robinson. . . .Senator Ma-
hone’s son was fined $15 at Petersburg, Va..
for drawing a pistol at the polls on election
day.
Washington telegram to Chicago
Tribune: A member of the administration
said to-day: "Chester A. Arthur is A candi-
date for Presidential nomination. I know it,
and I do not know that there is any necessity
for keeping quiet about it any longer, and I
think that before long the party will have no
doubt that he is a candidate. Tho result of
the election in New York has, perhaps, made
It proper that the cahdldacy should be
avowed. I think that Gen. Arthur Is the man
to carry New York, and that from
present appearances he will convince
the party leaders that he Is tho man.”....
Ex-Speaker Keifer, says a Washington cor-
respondent, is said to be sounding the Repub-
licans as to the complimentary nomination
for the Speakership. Under ordinary cir-
cumstances the nomination would go to the
ex-8peaker as a matter of course; but some
Republican leaders attribute the blunders of
the late Congress in great measure to Keifer,
and do not feel willing, by giving him the
Speakership nomination, to seem to assume
any responsibility. The persons mentioned
as likely to bo proposed Instead of Keifer
are Kasson and Hlscock.
THE EAST.
While Alexander L. Strauss, a Balti-
more merchant, was enjoying his wedding
feast at Erie, Pa., his pocket was picked of
$20,000 in bank notes and checks by a colored
waiter, who concealed the plunder, but indi-
cated its hiding place after being arrested. . . .
Tbe trotting hor es Winshlp and Frank had a
contest at i<oston. last week. Each had a
running mate. Wlmhlp made throe miles,
without a stop, in 2:16)4,2:12^ andfrll*....
Charles B. Leland, proprietor of tho Brighton
Beach hotel, on Coney island, has made an
assignment.
Ex-Gov. Theodore P. Randolph
dropped dead at his residence in Morristown,
N. J. In tho ’1,Peaoe Congress” of 1861 Mr.
Randolph Inaugurated the measure for tho
relief of the families of Soldiers. In the same
year he was elected State Senator, and served
until 1865. He served as United States Sen-
ator from 1874 to 1880. He has been the Pres-
In the midst of the hurricane which
raged in the East fire broke out In Shenan-
doah, Pa., which soon grew Into a wide-spread
conllagration. Two hundred and fifty fam-
ilies are homeless. The loss is about a million
dollars. Tho Chief Burgess has Issued an
upi oil for aid, reciting the needs of his peo-
ple -and tho inopportune coming of the
Arctic wave.... The Supreme court of
Pennsylvania has affirmed a Judgment
against the Pullman Palace-Car com-
pany by a passenger who was
robbed while sleeping In a coach, holding that
the company is bound to exercise reasonable
care to protect ity patrons ..... At West Leba-
non. Pa., Frank Samer, considered to be a
ci &nk . quarreled with his father and killed
him, uni then mortally shot his father's
housekeeper, Bo le Kelly ..... Natt Head, ex-
Governor of New Hampshire, died at Man-
chester, in that State, tho other day.
The clearing-house exchanges—
$893,301,575— show a falling off from the pre-
vious week of $213,975,218, and are 27.7 per
oent. less than for the corresponding week in
1882. It is stated that the movement of gen-
eral merchandise is "far below ordinary pro-
portions," thus accounting for the reduction
.... As the wheat crop of Canada is believed
to be at least 10,000,000 bushels short, the
millers are organizing to secure tho abolition
of the duty on imports of grain from the
United States.
The funeral of Cyrus Sargent, a
millionaire farmer, took place at Blooming-
ton, Wis., thirteen days after his death. A
niece with a broken limb was brought from
Massachusetts in her bed. Sums of money
ranging from $50 to $1,000 are constantly be-
ing discovered about his house and in tie
THE FAMILY DOCTOR.
Sunshine and Sleep.— Sleepless
people— and there are many in America
-r-should court the sun. The very
worst soporific is laudanum, and the
very beat, sunshine. Therefore it is
very plain that poor sleepers should
pass as many hours as possible in the
sunshine, and as few as possible in tbe
shade. Many women are martvrs, and
yet they do not know it. They shut
the sunshine out of their houses and
their hearts, they wear* veils, they carry
parasols, they do all possible to keep
off* the subtlest, yet most potent in-
fluence which is intended to give them
strength and beauty and cheerfulness.
Is it not time to change this, and so get
color and roses in their pale cheeks,
strength in their weak backs, and
courage in their timid souls? The
women of America are pale and deli-
cate; they may be blooming and strong;
and the sunlight will be a potent in-
fluence in this transformation.
Powerful Poisons.— There are many
articles often kept in the kitchen closM
which are very dangerous. The mortt
common kind, oxalic* acid, whtifc
arsenic, sugar of lead, etc.— and theM
articles should never be left in tfat
hands of servants, except temporarily,—
There are other active poisons, such M
common ammonia water— two
cases have been reported— bleaching
fields, and an old Bible proved to be a mine of powder laudanum ate All s-iai
I^m^rati^rollticlan6 of ^MacUwn, Wil^hS , ^ngs should be kept in the same place
Just died, in his 64th year. as medicines. All medicines for appfi-
At Charleston, S. C., a fire-trap, in | Cfttion to the 8kin all0»ld be ke5*
which eight women and one boy were em- ! ^ Parftb3 ^rPm those for internal use.
ployed, went down during tho progress of n 1 7'PaP®r is saturated with the salts of
fair-sized conflagration. Three women were arsenic, and, although advertised as
killed, one mortally wounded and four badly i little harmful, there are two fatal cases
burned. The boy was the only occupant of
the upper floor who escaped unhurt.
He was caught in the arms of a spectator. . . .
The town of Cisco, Tex., with a population
within my knowledge, where children
Irank of the water. There arc a/so
Dther vermin poisons which contain
of about 2,000, has been nearly destroyed by : phosphorus, corrosive sublimate and
fire, with a loss of $75, 000.... Two brothers itrychnine, All such things should be
named Bailey were taken from tho jail at ' . ° 6
Comanche, Tex., by a mob, and hanged to a j *ePfc from servants,
tree. They were murderers and toughs of ! In cases of acute poisoning, the fol-
the worst kind. lowing treatment is recommended:
Mr. Carlisle, of Kentucky, claims First, send for a physician ; second, ad-
cighty-thrce votes on the first ballot for minister an emetic. Mustard mixed in
8|)caker, and hopes to triumph over Mr. Ran-
dall on the second ballot by a majority or
eleven.
The regular annual autumnal gale
swept over the country on the 11th and 12th
jold water— not warm water nor vino-
jar — forms the best emetic. Give un-
til free vomiting is secured. If the
poison itself indnees vomiting, then
facilitate it by doses of mere warm
November. It was of unusual violence, | water, which, if a little greasy, is all ‘the
ino-iming in some sections to tho proper- better. There is one exception, If a
ti s of a genuine troidcal hurricane, and
proved very destructive to life and property
on the great lakes. Upward of twenty vessels
of all descriptions were wrecked, and twenty-
five or thirty lives are known to have been
jhildis poisoned by sucking matches,
ao oily substance or food should be ad-
ministered. If you know that tho
poison taken is an acid, then an alkali
lost. The tug Protection and schooner Arab, ,hould be taken ; cooking soda or chalk,
both of Chicago, went down In Lake Michigan, * hotter mav hAnaod if
and every soul on board the twoill-faud craft, ! ftl“cn }H uettei, may De used. II tne
fifteen in number, perished. A number of ‘ poison is an alkali, give vinegar. These
vessels were blown ashore on Lake Erie, but
no loss of life Is reported. A peculiarly sad
disaster occurred near Petoskey, Mich.
During tho blow, O. M. Chase, Superin-
tendent of the Michigan fish hatcheries, C.
H. Brownell, his assistant, and George W.
Armstrong, foreman of the Petoskey hatcher-
ies, left Harbor Springs for Petoskey. In a
Mackinaw sail-boat, tho boat being manned
by Moses Detwller, a former Fish In-
spector in Canada, bis two sons,
we the only instances of acute poison-
ing liable to occur in the household.
Concerning lead pipe, there is no
danger in its use for conveying water,,
providing the water standing in the
pipes over night be drawn off before
any is used in the morning. Lead cis-
terns should never be used. • Tin-lined, , lead pipe is worse than clear lead, as a
Charles and George, and a nephew, George Aatehliahpd hfllween
Detwller, making seven in all. The boat Kalvani° action is established between.
capsized a mile and a half from Petoskey, and i the tin and lead, decomposing the lead
all on board found a watery grave. The new
docks at Petoskey were swept away by the
wind and waters. Near Harbor Springs,
Mich., a sail boat capsized and three men
were drowned. A number of vessels went
ashore on Lake Ontario, and some of them
will prove total wrecks. On Lake Huron
the storm was more severe, If possible, than
on the other inland seas, and many vessels
were beached and wrecked. Leaving Inland
waters, the tempest created havoc on shore
as well, raging throughout Canada, New York
and Pennsylvania, and pushing its conquests
far along the shores of tho upper Atlantic.
At Toronto it is described as tho fiercest
storm on record, the wind attaining a veloci-
ty of two and a half miles a minute. The
wharves were badly damaged, and a schooner
sunk in the harbor. At Hastings and Bell-
vllle, in Canada, structures were unroofed
and trees blown down. Thunder and ball
prevailed at the latter place, where, In Metro-
politan hall, the salvation army held
forth; a panic was caused by the rattling of
the scenery by the wind, and In the rush down
stairs many persons were hurt
THE MARKET.
Mr. Carlisle, while quite hopeful,
tragedy at Lincoln, III, was ended last week,
and resulted In tbe third material victory for
the defendant In the case, the first being
Prof. Wheeler’s report of the examination of
the lines and whip, the second the verdict of
the Coroner's Jury that did not hold him, and
the third the decision of Judge Lacey that
Carpenter be admitted to bail, the
amount of which was fixed at $10,-
000, and was promptly furnished. Tte
decision gives general satisfaction, and
in a measure appeases the want of numerous
Individuals thirsty for vengeance in the con-
viction of some one, though it is conceded
there is by no means a strong case, or one
that should receive the attention of tho grand
Jury in tho absence of further proof. Jud/e
Lacey, says a Lincoln dispatch, has given the
greatest satisfaction to prosecution, defense
and the people for his conduct 'on the bench
and rulings In the case, giving tho widest
latitude to tbe evidence submitted
for the discovery of tho guilty party. At. the
conclusion of the argument and amid almost
breathless F lienee the court read from mamr
script his decision iu the caao and at the con.
is by no means confident of success in tbe
Speakership contest. Mr- Randall’s frlendt
are working actively in the interest of their
candidate and under his instructions. It li
balieved that in the event of Carlisle's falling
to get a majority in tbe caucus hlssupporten
will unite with the supporters of ^fr. Cox tc
defeat the Philadelphia o.md date. Mr.
Eaton, of Connecticut, is looked upon as a
promising compromise candidate.
GENERAL.
Gen. Grant has written to Fitz John
Porter, saying Porter’s simple restoration tc
his rank in the army would not be adequate
reparation for tbo wrongs be has suffered.
Tho ex-Presldent hopes Congrow will vindi-
cate Porter, and that the public will also be-
come satisfied of his Innoamce. . . .The safe In
Darling's Jewelry store at Blmcoe, Ontario,
was blown open and robbed of watches and
Jewelry valued at $12, 000.... The steamer
Wisconsin landed at New York 858 Mormon
converts from Great Britain and Scandinavia
Gen. James B. Carnahan, Adjutaif
General of Indiana, addressed a letter to the
Secretary of War proposing a national on
compmentof State troops be held In Wash
ington next May.
NEW YORK.
Beeves .......................... $ 4.80 & 6.50
Hoos ............................. 4.40 & 6.10
Floub— Superfine. ......... -. ..... 8.10 & 3.60
Wheat— No. 1 White ............ 1.09 0 L09)$
No. 2 Bed ............... 1.10 @L11H
Cobn-No. 2 ....................... 69)43 .60
Oats— No. 2 ....................... 33K@ MX
PoBK-Mess ...................... 11.87)4@12.00ij
Labd ............................. 07K©
CHICAGO.
Beeves— Good to Fancy Steers. . 6.60 3 7.30
Common to Fair ....... 4.30 0 5.20
Medium to Fair ........ 5.25 0 6.20
Hoos ............................. 4.45 0 4.90
Floub— Fancy White Winter Ex 5.25 0 5.50
Good to Choice Spr’g Ex 4.75 0 6.00
Wheat-No. 2 Spring ............ 96 0 .96fc
No. 2 Red Winter ...... 1.00 0 1.01
Cobn-No. 2 ....................... 49 0 .49)4
Oats— No. 2 ....................... 28)40 .2854
Bye-No. 2 ........................ 6S!40 .67
Barley— Na 2 .................... 61 0 .61*4
Butteb— Choice Creamery ....... 29 0 .31
Eoos— Fre^h ..................... .24 0 .25
PoBK-Mess ..................... 10,80 010.85
Lard .............................. 07)40 .07)4
MILWAUKEE.
Wheat-No. 2 ..................... 95 0 .95X
Cobn-No. 2 .................. .61 0 .51)4
Oats— No. 2 ...................... 28 0 .29
Rye-No. 2 ........................ 56 0 57
BABLCY— No. 2 .................... 60 0 .60)4
POBE-Mess ...................... 10.60 010.90
Labd .............................. 07 0 .07)4
8T. LOUIS.
Wheat-No. 2 Red ............... l.oo«@ 101)4
Cobn— Mixed.,, ........... 4040 .45
OATO-No.2 ....................... 26*40 .26)4
RYE ......... . ...................... 52)40 .68
POBK-Mesa ...................... 11.20 011.85
Labd ..... ............. 06)40 .07
CINCINNATI
Wheat— Na 2 Red ............... 1.06)40 1.07
Cobn ............................. .49 0 .60
Oats .......................... .30 @ .30)4
Rye ................................ 69 0 .so
POBK-Meas ...................... 11.25 01L5O
Labd .............................. 07 0 .07)4
TOLEDO.
Wheat— Na 2 Red ............... LO2J40 1.06)4
Corn ..... .63 0 .53)4
OATO-Na2 ....................... si 0 .82
DETROIT.
Floub ............................ 4.00 0 6.75
WHEAT-Na 1 White. ............ L< < 0 L06)4
Cobn-No. 2 ....................... 54 0 .55
Oats— Mixed ...................... 30 0 .81
POBK-Meas ...................... 12.25 012.50
INDIANAPOLIS.
Wheat— No. 2 Red ............... loi
Cobn— No. 2. ........ 47
OATOr-Mixed ...................... 29
EAST LIBERTY, PA.
Cattle— Best .................... 6.00
Fair ..................... 4 50
Common. .... .......... 8.75
........................ 4.40
......................... 160
1.03
.47)4
.29)4
0 6.25
0 6.25
0 4.50
0 4.60
0 4.50
more rapidly. The pigments, chrome
yellow and red lead are used in color-
ing toys, confectionery, etc. I have
seen the ornaments on cake colored with
chrome yellow. The solder in fruit-
cans, containing acid fruits, yield a little
lead poison, but is taken so infrequently
as to do little harm.
Playing-cards have contained suffic-
ient arsenic to cause eruptions upon
the hands. The worse kinds of arsenio
papers are the glazed varieties for kin-
dergarten use. The same kind is used
to wrap lozenges. Green paper boxes
are often dangerous. Arsenio in cloth
was formerly confined to green tarle-
tans, and it was applied so loosely that
thednst affected all who handled or
wore the goods. Now fouillard cam-
bric contains a good deal; dark bine
lady’s cloth, woolen brocade, and stock-
ings contain arsenic. The inside hat-
bands in gentleman’s hats frequently
contain arsenio. Arsenio is now rarelj
used in confectionery or food, but it is
contained in toy paints. In the color-,
ing of toys chrome yellow and paris1
green are largely used. The symptoms
of these poisonings are first like those!
of a common cold, then sore throat/
then the stomach is affected, the ner-
vous system is attacked. “Nervous
prostration*? can often be traced to
some of these insidious poisons.—
Hearth and Home. "
. City and Country Schools.
In an article on the superiority of
city schools over country schools in the’
State of New York, the,. Albany Even-
ing Journal BAje: “'Jhe true peda-
gogue does not teach, in the country;
schools now so often as he did fifty
years age. Academic scholars and
normal gradnates are not found there
either. Country school teaching is a
poorly-paid make-shift at the best now-
adays, and the country boy and girl are
cheated the worst on account of it. Be-
sides, city schools cover a period of
over forty weeks, and rural schools only
twenty-eight weeks. It is true there
are only seventy-six log school-houses
left in the State, but the old frame
structures contain thousands of ‘sticks/
The city scholar has much the best of it,
and he does well if he takes advantage
of his opportunities.”
Our Joint Daughter.
.This is a story of Mrs. Brown, wife of
Bnchanan’s first Postmaster General :
She had been married before, and so
had Postmaster General Brown, and
each had a daughter left over from the
first marriage. Then they had another
daughter. Mrs. Brown used to present
them at her reception in this way:
‘This is Miss Brown, Mr. - Brown’s
daughter.
tWJ.
HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.
Or. Haensel, a German aatant, has
succeeded in photographing several
lightning flashes, and with such success
as -to enable the length of the electric
current to be computed and also the lo-
‘ cality where the lightning struck to bo
esflmated with accuracy. Valuable re-
sults are expected from further experi-
ments.
eight southern and southwestern States
increased between 1879 and 1883 from
$1,215,662,128 to $1,710,498,798. In the
same States the railroads have increased
from 1 1,604 miles to 17,891. Tlie value
of raw products raised in those States
increased from $398,000,000 to $567,-
000,000. The trade of New Orleans in
domestic produce increased from $159,*
000,000 in 1881-2 to $200,000,000 in
1882-3. As this increase has taken
place without any inflation in prices, it
shows that the South has entered upon
a promising career of material prosper-
ity.
ELECTION ECHOES.
Great Rejoicing in Massachusetts
and Virginia
Over the Downfall of Ben Butter and
Billy Kahone.
Journalistic Views of the Result of
the Elections.
ELECTION ECHOES.
New York.
The plurality of Carr (Republican) for Sec-
retary of State, Is 18,000, and Chapin (Demo-
__ tnr Pnmntxfillcr. has *15,000 plurality.
his programme for the future. The follow*
1HK characteristic rep'y was received:
___ a- _ T.
A perpetual clock was started at
Brusca a little over a year ago. An
up draft is obtained in a tube or shaft
by exposing it to the sun ; this draft
tuQns a fan, which winds up
the weight of the clock until it
reaches the top, when it actuates a
brake that stops the fap, but leaves it
free to start again after the weight has
gone down a little. At last accounts
the clock was running perfectly.
The Baltimore American has inter-
viewed some street-fakirs, one of whom,
on being asked, “In what city are you
most successful V” replied as follows:
“Chicago is undoubtedly the best city
in this country. The moment anybody
there sees a new thing, they buy it at
any price in reason, • whether they want
it or not. New York, like this city, is
only fair. Boston and Philadelphia are
good cities: we can always do well
there. The worst cities are those in the
Westr— excepting, of course, Chicago.
I refer particularly to St. Louis, Cincin-
nati and Cleveland.
Americans have always been a little
off in their anxiety to honor something
imported. Our girls have occasionally
shown a mania for foreign counts and
men with titles. A few years ago down
went our finest shade trees to make way
for the allantlms. Then come the craze
for the English sparrow. But we have
begun to realize from the poisonous at-
mosphere of the allanthus, and the
miserable pests called the sparrows, all
their worthlessness. The experience
ought to be a valuable lesson to Ameri-
cans. No forest trees are more beauti-
ful than our own, and the birds of no
land sing more sweetly or are more at-
tractive.
The Patent Office , of the United
States is getting to he quije an exten-
eive department of the Government.
The applications last year were for pat-
ents, 32,845 ; design patents, 1,032; re-
issues, 247; trade-marks, 854; labels,
749. Of these there were issued 22,-
866, and 2,056 withheld for non-pay-
ment of final fees; 7,447 patents ex-
pired. The receipts of the office were
$1,095,884, and the surplus, $518,225.
The business of the office is steadily
and rapidly increasing. The Commis-
aion is in favor of a reduction of the
fees, as the large Jsurplus of $220,000
now stands to the credit of the office
*on the hooks of the office.
Miss to Milwau-
kee to get mawted. Though Melinda is
discretion should play a parr in life,
abb 'did not siein to pbs&ss the fine
^ower of distinguishing between broth-
ers who bore some striking resemblance
tb each other. This is the more remark-
able because Melinda was so much in
lote that she weit to Milwaukee for the
express purpose of marrying one of the
Conlins. She became united to the
wrong one, a dissolute youth of less
• than 21, when she had sought an elder
shoot of ; the family, who was steady and
respectable. Melinda, a week la\r,
asked for a divorce on thp , ground of
her mistake. i i "
The car was pretty full when Charles
O’Conor entered it, according to a corres-
pondent of a Chicago paper, hut there
was one empty seat, which the dignified
old man did not take. A boy politely
pointed it out to him, but he disregarded
the information. A young woman said,
“There is a seat, sir,” and he thanked
her. Then a man tapped him on the
arm, directing him to the vacant spot.
He shook his head, and seemed annoyed.
Finally a jolly fellow, one of whose
sides encroached somewhat upon the
blank seat, reached out and pulled at
his coat tail. Now he was angry. A
quick sweep of his arm freed the gar-
ment, and he turned upon his latest
tormentor with a withering frown. “I
wish to stand,” he said, “and I am going
to stand. I am tired of sitting, and
you will please let me rest.”
A good deal of talk is being made in
the papers and in railway circles about
the reduction in fare between Omaha
and San Francisco. The “reduction”
is exactly $3. Twelve years ago, when
hut one road was open to the Pacific
coast the fare was $100. For the past
year it was $98. Now it is $95. It is
presumed that the reduction of $3 is
dne to the completion of a couple of
new roads. By the lime three more are
bnilt we may get another three-dollar
reduction. There is nothing like com-
petition to equalize passenger rates.
Seriously speaking, the rate from Oma-
ha to the Pacific even at $95 is an out-
rage. The distance is 1,900 miles. The
fare is put at exactly 5 cents a mile,
which in these days of competition,
pools and out rates on all other rail-
roads, seems like a gross imposition.
crat)* fo Co ptro er,  15.0(H) 
ticket 28,000. He was especially slaughtered
iu New York and Kings counties on
of fall posltltlon on the question °r® UD,f^“
liquor law' in the State. In New York city
the Democrats elected sixteen AMennenand
the Republicans eight. The fight In New
York city was very bitter. Tammany
secures three Senators, the country
Democracy one, Irving hall two, and tlie l e-
nubllcans one. Thirteen Democratic Assem-
blymen were elected and eleven Republicans.
The total vote polled was 155,000, of Brooklyn
polled 97,000 votes, of which Low, tee present
incumbent, received 48,8*0 for Mayor, and
bis Democratic opponent, Joseph C. Hendrix,
the Sun reporter, received 46,791. The vote
was very close, Low pulling through on 1,529
majority only. A Democratic County Audi-
tor, District Attorney, County and Supreme
Court Judges, and a Republican Supervisor
were fleeted. _
Pennsylvania.
Offleial returns from fifty-seven of the
six tv-ge ven counties In the State and estimates
of tee others give Niles 16.261, and Livesay
17,501 majority. _
llsiiffl
toi." T/W OTK
Massachusetts is, therefore, surely Dem-
ocratic if I make another State
canvass without better gain. When a
man has Inc eased the Democratic vote
from 112,000 to 152,000 in three years, is there any
need of an answer to your question as to what
mv programme will be? I am pleased with the
result, and had rather have my vote than to he
elected bv 135.000. In that case it would then be
said Massachusetts is a Republican State and
that she has a large reserve vote, which In a
Presidential election will come out N ow we nave
had them all out and measured them, and In tee
next Presidential election, with a Judicious
platform and popular nomination, at least we
should keep all the Republican men and money
at home to take care of Butler, instead of send-
ing both into Ohio and Indiana to corrupt thoseStates. Benjamin P. Butler.
The Boston Herald states that Gov. Butler
told a member of his Council that he should
run for Governor next fall. The compliment
of 150,000 votes leads him to think that bo
will be successful.
A young man in White county,
Georgia, had a good deal of bad luck.
In attempting to cross the river in a
Bateau, the boat capsized and threw
him into the water. Trying to reach
the skiff again his foot caught in a snag,
snd, wrenched it, and he lost at the
tame time a $20 watch, his hat, a shoe,
mnd was hobbling across a field when a
lerojeious bull started after him. Beach-
ing n tree he climbed it lively enough
to escape the bull, hut got into a hor-
netinest. The hornets objected, hut
he sprang to another limb, which broke,
letting him fall to the ground, fractur-
ing jhis writs. With the broken branch
he kept the hull at hay and managed
to escape, butis now laid up for repairs.
According., to -the New —Orleans
7Hmes-D$nOfM; southern.progreffl
during1 the lait lour years has been of
the most solid an satisfactory charac-
ter. The assessed valuation of the
Mr. Z. W. Moore, of Kaufman coun-
ty, and his son, a veritable novelty and
boy giant, arrived in the city yesterday
morning, saj's the Dallas (Tex.) Herald.
The hoy, who is only seven years old,
weighs 105 pounds and has six distinct
and well-developed toes on each foot,
and five fingers, exclusive of the thumb,
on the left hand. His stature is pretty
much in keeping with a boy of his
years. The peculiarity of his dimen-
sions, however, is not attributable to
his being so fat, hut to the enormous
size of his bones, which are much larger
than those of the ordinary man. Mr,
Moore says that the unnatural growth
of his son began when but a babe three
months old, and that when only three
years old he tipped the scale at seventy*
foe pounds. The lad is intelligent, in
good health, and his father says he was
never sick a day in his life.
Panther and Wolves.
The most dangerous animal in this
country (said old John Cheney, the
hunter of the Adirondack^) is the yel-
low panther. Panthers are not plenty,
and they are so cunning that one is sel-
dom killed. They are savage, hut do
not often attack a man unless they are
wounded. They look and act very
much like a cat. When they are after
game, they make a hissing noise, which
is not pleasant to hear. Their scream
is also very terrible, and few ordinary
men are anxious to., hear it more thanonce* •
“The panther. I killed,” said Mr. Che-
ney, “I came across iu this manner : I
was out on Lake Henderson with two
men, catching fish through the ioe,
when we saw two. wolves come on the
Nebraska.
Returns from throe-fourths of the counties
in the State and unofficial estimates from the
remainder Indicate the election of Rceso
(Republican) for Supreme Judge by 8.000
majority. The Board of Regents are elected
by 15,000 majority. Crawford (Democrat) is
elected Judge of tho* Seventh district. The
others, except Broaty in tee Ftrtt district,
arc Republicans. There is a Republican gain
over the lust election of nearly 10,000, taking
the vote forjudge as a basis.t Virginia.
As the returns come In from Virginia the
Democratic gains increase, and Mahones de-
feat becomes more overwhelming. The Dem-
ocratic majority in the Senate J®
eight, and in the lower house of the Legis-
lature twenty-seven, and on Joint ballot
thirty -five. The popular majority againbt
Mahone In the Statowill reach 30,000.
Mississippi*
A Jackeon telegram to the Chicago Trthuns
aays* The Democrats have swept the state,
losing only three or four counties which were
contested by Independents. In many opun-
tles there were fusions between Democrats
and Republicans, all of which were luooeM-
ful except in Panola county, which was car-
ried by the Chalmers element by some 800
majority. Chalmers is buried beyond politi-
cal resurrection. The estimated political
status of tee Legislature is thirty-five Demo-
crats and two Republicans In the Senate and
100 Democrats and twenty Republicans and
Independent Democrats In the House, which
includes Fusion Republicans.
MAHONE.
His Defeat Overwhelming.
[Richmond Telegram to Chicago Tribune.]
Mahone's defeat is one of the most over-
whelming known in Virginia politics, and sur-
prises even bis opponents. His former
strongholds have all gone against him. The
excitement was unprecedented in Virginia,
and greater than during the uprising against
carpet-bag government In reconstruction
days? The whole State was literally under
arms, and such was the explosive condition
of affairs that the slightest Jar would have
caused riotv all over tee State.
In Danville white men 70 years of age went
to vote with shotguns on their shoulders.
This state of affairs was largely due to cam-
paign speeches, tee whites warning tee
whiteswero at the polls to vote. This routed
the people at Danville, and many sent teelr
wives and daughters to Richmond and other
cities and moved about like walking arsenals
ready for the expected etnergency.
Mahone Jhbilee.
The streeli Of the principal oities havebecn
thronged, Aftd impromptu meetings gotten
turkey-buazards who roost In her sacred
stand that the people are not to be trifled
with,; and will stand no more counting out.
' ' * ‘'1 What the Defeat Means.
This election means not only the present
overthrow of Mahone's power to Virgin!*,
but his defeat for re election to the United
States Senate two years hence.
Riddleberger.
The result of the election, it Is understood,
Journalistic Comment* on Butler’s Eefeat.
[New York Herald.]
Considering Butler’s advanced age, this
disaster winds up his political career, so far
as the State of Massachusetts at large Is con-
cerned. Once off the track of success there
In a State election he never can get on again.
But if he should wish to renew his reputation
as a disturber of the peace in the popular
branch of Congress, his vote indicates that
there are several districts where ho could
find an opportunity. Wo deem It probable
that Gov. Butler never will make an attempt
again to carry the Massachusetts State houfo
by assault, but will apply himself hereafter,
in combination with Mr. Wendell Phillips and
other agitators, and very likely with his
friend, our own John Kelly, to got up a now
National party on the “capital and labor
Issue.
[Springfield Republican. I
People respoud “not guilty” to the infa-
mous charges of Gov. Butler. • Ixst all the
world take notice that Massachusetts has not
had a loose, dishonest, extravagant or cor-
rupt administration. Massachusetts is not
yot given over to tho domination of ignorant,
forclgif-born or forelgn-fathered. Massachu-
setts cannot be permanently held In control
by any party which makes clap-trap appeals
to ignorance, prejudice and stupidity. 1’ne
attempts to excite feeling against the Repub-
licans us tho party of aristocracy, blue blood
and capital have miserably failed.
[Boston Joumal.J
What Appomattox was to the Confederacy
the election of yesterday was to Butler and
Butlerlsm. Both the man and the thing have
been annihilated. For such a result decent
people, not only of Massachusetts, but of
both parties throughout the country, should
be profoundly thankful, because tho one man
In this country who could rally about him tho
Ignorant and vicious elements has been cast
down for the last time. ,
[Boston Herald 1 t  .
This finishes Butler. Massachusetts has
spoken In earnest and with a full voice:
“Never more be officer of mine.” It is true
he has not been able to permanently Injure
Massachusetts, for his power Is limited and
her Institutions are strong. Thr disgrace was
in electing him. The State will survive and
look back with shame upon this wild Butler
frolic when Butler Is dust.
[Boston Post.]
Gov. Butlor Is defeated with a year s record
behind him and his choice of campaign meth-
ods. He cannot accuse his committee and
other workers of bad management. He has
assumed the part of absolutism with respect
to the manner in which his campaign should
be conducted, and his assumption has not
been challenged. Butler has boon Comraand-
er-in-Chlef and Supremo Executive Magis-
trate in his own behalf from the time ho was
inaugurated Governor till his defeat on
Tuesday, and ho alone Is responslbre lor his
failure to obtain a re-election.
[Boston Advertiser.]
Butlerlsm is dead and buried. Let it not bo
exhumed. »
[New York Sun.]
Gov. Butler has gone. Tho sweet singer or
CMcopee proved too much for him, and an
interesting and humorous figure Is thus with-
drawn from the boards. The defeat of Butler
might have been predicted, for he had made
himself very disagreeable, as men who tell
the truth often do. But tee forces which
made him successful for one year in a State
that had boon In the foro-front of Republican-
ism do not die with him, If so irrepressible i
personage can be said to die politically. We
shall live to see the State Democratic, but not
Butlerite.
umt uo —
charges in the Soutewesj.
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ice in great haste, looking and acting, as
if they had been pursued.
“I proposed to the men that we
should kill them if we could. They
wanted to fish, or were a little afraid,
so I took my gun and started after the
wolves. _ . ,
“I followed them some distance, and
as they were scaling a ledge, they were
attacked by a huge panther. A bloody
fight followed. From the appearance
oh the animals, I supposed that they had
met bofore, and that was the reason the
wolves came upon the lake.
“During the scuffle they all three tum-
bled off the precipice, and fell through
the air abonnt one hundred feet into the
Mow; The wolves jumped up nnd ran
away, while the panther started in
another direction.”
“I followed his track, and after trav-
eling a number of hours, overtax) k him
and managed to shoot him through the
shoulder. He then got into a tree, and
as he was lashing his tail an^ getting
ready to pounce upon me, I ®ve him
another bullet, and he fell to, tho earth
dead. His body was five feet long. --
Adventures tn North American Wilds.
Washington Opinion,
much attention in political circles here, and
the view has been advocated by several prom-
inent Republicans here teat the beet policy
will be to reorganize the straight out Repub-
lican partv in the State. It is not thought,
however, that the President would favor such
a course at this time.
OPINIONS AND COMMENTS.
. Tlie Newspapers on the Result.
[New York Tribune.]
The result make* BopubUcan success pos-
sible to the nfcxt Presidentlsl oontogj. If New
York, Massachusetts and Pennsylvania had
all followed Ohio in going Democratic this
year, few would have been hopeful enough to
believe that so overwhelming a current could
have been turned back in a single year. Now,
everybody can s*> that fighting ground Is
left: that the Republicans can fairly hope by
good conduct and good fortune to carry every
State they had to 1880; aud that, as against a
party so prone to blunder and with so many
chances to blunder as the Democrats, their
prospect for carrying enough of them is more
than fair. York Herald.]
Although the result throughout this State
was practically a revolution— for a Demo-
cratic majority reduced from 190,000 to
20,000 or thereabouts Implies an over-
whelming change— yet the Republicans can
hardly congratulate themselves upon all
their vote as legitimate gain for their party.
They must not count It without consideration
of their friend John Kelly. There is no doubt
that a large part of the vote cast for Re-
publican candidates represente the treason of
Tammany hall to tho Democratic candidates.
• • • - • New York passes into
tee category of doubtful States in tee Presi-
dential election of 1884, and the manager* of
the Democratic party have nobody but them-
selves to blame for it.
[New York Morning Journal]
New York still retains her place in the col-
umn of Democratic States, although, of
course, by a majority far below the phe-
nomenal one which carried Mr. Cleveland
MIOHIUAN AFFAIRS.
The National Woman’s Temperance union.
In session at Detroit, re-elected Miss Frances
B. Willard Prosidont.
N. H. Bell, of Wahog, Neb., claims title to
a larje area of land on which Elm Hall, .
Gratiot coun y, stands.
Flint's now water-works system was put
to several severe and practical teste lately
and stx>d them all well.
William Stehlino, a young man of Dorr,
feeling that the world was nothing to him,
took poison and killed himself.
The' first domicile erected on Maoklnat
Island is now being demolished. A mark oc
the timber shows that it was built in 1729.
Jko. F. Sweeney, whoshot JaoebJonsenat
East Saginaw while intoxleated, was brought
out of Jail, his ball reduced from $10,000 to
$5,000 and furnished.
Henry Heininuer, of Chelsea, boasts of
having raised a beet that weighs nine and
three-quarters pounds and is fifteen and a
half inches In circumference.
AN Insane patient at the Bay City hospital,
by thoname of John Benton, Jumped from
the third-story window, but fortunately lodged
on an awning, thereby saving him from
severe injuries.
A Danish immigrant, who passed through
Adrian, bound west, had a blanket which he
had brought from Denmark, and on which
were neatly woven portraits of Garfield, Ar.
thur and Hancock.
A hat identified as belonging to tho miss-
ing girl, Nettie Klrko, who disappeared from
Baginaw recently, wao found In tho mill boom
at E. F. Gould’s mill, but the body has not
yot boon recovered.
A Chicago commercial traveler says that
In a small village in Northern Michigan he
found a notice pinned on tho door of a store
which read : “Gone to bury my wife; will bo
back in thirty minutes.”
Lowell Journal.* A man from up Noi th
visited the Art Loan in Detroit tho other day
and offered $8 for a $5,00$ painting-frame-
and all. He didn’t get tho picture and was
glad of it afterward, for ho went to a dollar
store and bought one nearly as large for 75
cents. It pays to look around.
John Robertson, Adjutant General of tho
State, announces the following appointments
In the First brigade: Charles W. Calkins, As-
sistant Adjutant General; James H. Kidd,
Assistant Inspector; Joseph C. Herkner, As-
sistant Quartermaster; Wilber A. Hendrix,
Brigade Surgeon; William A. Butler, Jr.,
Ald-de-Camp; Alonzo B. Porter, Aid-de-Camp.
A young woman from St. Joseph, Mo.,
named Lungorhauson, was requested by her
roving husband to meet him in Baginaw, with
their babe. Failing to find him teoro, she ap-
pealed for aid to his brother at Mount Clem-
ens. RcccMug no encouragement, she ad-
ministered morphine to herself and child,
with fatal effect upon tho latter. Money il
now being collected for the poor woman.
A serious accident occurred at C. K. Eddy
k Son’s mill at East Saginaw. Thomas Bab-
cock, tho foreman, had ascended a ladder for
tho purpose of adjusting a portion of the
machinery which had gotten out of gear. In
some unaccountable manner he fell from the
ladder to tee floor beneath, his skull being
fractured and loft side of his face terribly
lacerated. The injuries to bis face wereo*
such a character that the removal of the left
aye was necessitated, which operation was
sncoessfully performed, but his recovery U
considered doubtful.
The following is gleaned from tho annual
wsslonof the Alpena Board of Supervisors:
Paupers cost during the year $4,468.71, of
which $1,956.46 was for the relief of paupers
outside the county poor-house. Twenty men
and four women were maintained in the poor
houso, of the following nationality: Ameri-
cans, 6; Canadians, $; French, 5; Irish, 4;
Germans, Poles and Norwegians, 1 each.
Temporary relief was given to over 200 per-
sons, representing fifty-three families. Hie
State and county tax apportioned to Alpena
city Is $19,709.40. The assessed valuation of
Alpena city, as equalized, Is $2,588,000.
Michigan has takp? many, prizes at tee In-
ternational Fisheries exhibition at London.
In the United States department of that ex-
hibition were hung the shields of all tho States
in the Union with tee exception ef that of
Michigan. When a Detroiter asked the man
in charge tho cause of this omission, as Mich-
igan was certainly one of the most important
States for fresh-water fishing and for fish
culture, the answer was that there was no
room. When it was pointed out that there
were several vacant places, he said he guessed
Michigan was forgotten. However, the
Wolverine State was there when the prixes
am>e to be given out, and that is the main
tolng.
Who Struck Billy Mahone ?
in the face during tee scuffle at the polls on
election day. Long explains his action as fol-
lows: Being pressed by the crowd, he (Long)
raised bis hand to clear himself and get out,
and as he did so some one struck him violent-
ly on tee right hand, which causodlt to strike
Gen. Mahone lightly In the face, which he
hopes did the General no serious injury.
Lon* says he had no intention or desire to do
Gen? Mahone personal injury. As to his
(Mahone’s) offer of $100 to know the scoun-
drel or assassin who struck him, he (Ung) is
the responsible party, and hopes tel* state-
ment will be satisfactory.
, . BEN BUTLER.
gtffl in the Bing. Though Badly Dla-
' figured.
The Pittsburgh CommercltdrQ<udU tele-
gnphed Gen. B?F. Butler for hit vtow. on
&ri«Mtiit in Massachusetts and asking tor
i men uu r.uu ^
into the Governor’s chair a year ago. ^  bile
Republicans have made enormous gains all
i over tee State us compared with the result a
year ago, the Democrats have done a* well as
if not better than they expected. Twenty
thousand majority is not very large, but it is
enough. [gL 0iobe- Democrat.]
A sudden change has cOme over tho politi-
cal prospect of tee country within the last
twenty-four hours. Where there were doubts
and ominous shakings of the head as to tee
future there is now cheerful confidence. The
1 freaks of tee elections of last year stand
forte in their true light There wa, no per-
manent strength In tee ebullition which
made Butler Governor of Massachusetts and
irave Cleveland the astounding majority ol
*00,000 in New York. These were not evi-
dences teat the people wore ready for the
change which would place the country under
a Democratic administration. They Signified
merely a dissatisfaction with tee *n*thodi
adopted by certain Republican “
They have a Spanish^rioan
«*1nh mt SL Louis Of about 160 M
Thanksgiving Proclamation.
The following Is Gov. Begole’s Thanks-
fiflng proclamation:
In conformity with a time-honored custom,
radeared to us by many secret associations, L
losiah W. Begole, Governor of the State ol
Michigan, do hereby appoint Thursday, the
19th day of November, 1888, as a day ofpubUo
thanksgiving and praise to Almighty God.
It seems proper that, at the falling of the leaf,
when the ripened fruits of labor are gathered,
we should reverently pause, and from our
heartbstonee and temples of worship, offer our
rrateful thanksgivings to the Giver of every
good gift for the blessings of the crowned
Industry and frugality have bten rewarded;
the interests of religion, temperance and educa-
tion have been advanced; our marvelous in-
crease in population and wealth has not affect-
ed the Integrity of our free institutions; the
•cars inflicted by civil war have been healed,
and a growing Mnament of fratenmi ooucord
and loyalty to the flag prevails among all the
States of our once imperiled Union.
Let us observe this Thanksgiving Day with
,uch social festivities and reUgions observance,
is tend to cement the ties of family and of
friendship and foster* spirit of brotherly klnd-
ess toward all men. Let it be a day f«r the
5X2 - . ..................... mmiii
HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
WILLIAM H. ROGERS, Editor.
Saiurday, November 17, 1883.
Th&nkiglTinff Proclamation.
It conformity wllh» time-honored nutom.en-
dc&rtd to ni by many •acred waodationa, I. Jo*
•Uh W. Bcjjolc. Governor of the Stito of Mlr.hl-
gan. do hereby appoint Tburaday, the »th day of
IVoTember, 1883, m • day of public ThankaglTlDg
and Pralae to Almighty Ood.
Itieema proper that at the falllnitof tho leaf,
when the ripened frnlta of labor are gathered, we
•hoold reverently pauae. and from oar hearth*
•tonea and templet of worahlp offer our grateful
thanksgiving* to the Otver of every good gift for
the bleadnga of the crowned year.
Industry and frugality have been rewarded; the
Intereataof rell«lon, temperance, and education
have been advanced; our marvelous increase in
population and wealth has not affected the Integ-
rity of our free Institutions, the scare Inflicted by
evil war have been healbd, and a growing senti-
ment of fraternal concord and loyalty to the flag
prevails among all the States of our once imperiled
Union.
Let us observe this Thanksgiving Day with such
social festivities and religious observances as tend
to cement the ties of family and of friendship, and
foster a spirit of brotherly kindness toward all
men. Let It be a day for the exercise of the
broadest charity In thought and deed, remember-
ing the words of Him who said “It Is more blessed
to give than to receive.''
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my
hand, and oaused the great seal of theSUtetobe
affixed at the city of Lansing this 1st day of No-
vember, 1883,
JOMAlIiW. BEOOLE, Goterim.
Dy the Governor:
HARRY A. CONANT.
Stcrtiary oft Slot*.
In (be world, which Uatlll growing beyond
my precedent, and in spite of opposition
and difficulty almost w)thoal 'example,
Mr. Alden has just issued a New price list,
with largo reductions, which, with descrip-
tive catalogue, is sent free to any appli-
cant. Books are sent by mail or express,
"to be paid for after arrival and examina
lion,” on reasonable evidence of good fahb.
Address, John B. Alden, Publisher, 18
Vesey 81., New York, P. 0. Box 1387.
Bucklen’s Arnica Stiff.
The greatest medical wonder of the
world. Warranted to speedily cure Burns,
Bruises. Cuts, Ulcers, Halt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Cancers, Piles. Chilblains, Corns,
Tetter, Chapped Hands, and all skin erup-
tions, guaranteed to cure in every instance,
or money refunded. 86 cents per box. A
positive cure for piles. For sale by H.
Walsh.
[orncuL.]
Board of Education.
Holland, Mich. Nov. 13, 1888.
Owing to the non-attendance of mem-
bers, there was no regular meeting Nov.
6th, and so a special meeting was called
lor Nov. 13lli, at which the lollowing
members were prwenl, viz: Cappou, Me
Bride, Kollen. Beach, ana Boggs.
P. U. McBride, of the Com. on School
Books, reported that the physiological
charts which had been ordered for. the use
of the school had arrived.
The Visiting Committee for the last
month reported verbally that they bad
visited all of the schools, and found that
progress was being made, but that the
teachers in five or six of the rooms allowed
some mistakes of the pupils In reading, to
go uooorrected.
A resolution was passed that non- resi-
dents who pay taxes in the city, and send
pupils to the Public School, shall be cred-
ited on tuition fees with the amount of
their school taxes.
The President and Secretary were au-
thorized to make a loan sufficient to meet
current expenses.
The following bills were allowed:
Meyer, Brouwer & Co., furniture. .$10 80 ;
P. H. McBride, charts, Ac ....... . 10 90
T. J. Boggs, 6 mouths sal. as sec.. . 36 00
Board adjourned.
T. J. Boggs, 8ee'$!
Church Items with tha SarrioM for
First Reformed Church, Rev. N. M.
Steffens, Pastor, Services at 9:80 a. in.,
and 3 p. m. Sunday School 8:80. Weekly
prayer meeting with the Third Reformed
\ Church, on Tbursdav, at 7:80. and Bible
Exposition on Wednesday 7:80 p. m.
Subjects: Morning, "Our glorious liber-
ty in prayer." AflerniHin, "Our faith In
our Heavenly Father."
Hope Reformed Church— Services at
10:30 a. m., and 7:80 p. m. Preaching by
the Pastor, Rev. Thomas Walker Jones.
Subjects: Morning, "Sitting at ease in
Zion.” Evening. "Spirit of the Divine
Giver.” Congregational singing led by the
choir. AD are welcome. «
Third Reformed Church— Rev. D.
Broek, Pastor. Services at 9:80, a. m ,
and 3 p. n. Sunday School at 8:46.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:30.
Subjects: Morning, "Means for the
strengthening of faith ” Afternoon, MTbe
victory of faith.”
; First Church, Rev. B. Bos, Paaior.—
Services at 9:80 a. m., and 3 p. m. Sun-
day school at 8:46. Prayer meeting at
1 :80. Wednesday evening, explication of
the Bible at 7:80. Subjects: Morning,
"The burial of Christ a tesUuxiuy iff His
death.” Afternoon, "Tabitha- Dorhas in
life, death, and resurrection, a cau e of
God’s glory.”
Holland Christian Ref. Church— Rev.
J. A. De Bruyn. Pastor. Services at 9:80
«. m., 2aod7:80p. m. .
Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. T.T.
George, Pastor. Services at 10:80 a. in.,
and 7:80 p.m. Sunday school at 13 m.
Prayer meeting. Ttiursday evening at 7:80.
Sntyects: Morning, "The design ol the
general Judgment/ Evening, "The Dev-
il’s doctrine.” Allthe seats are fiee.
HudsonviUe Item*,
Oca school dosed last Friday.
IunvATioNs are out for a dancing party at Frank
Phelp’a, Thnraday evening.
Btormt and cold. The first snow storm of the
season is proving to be a “ripper."
Mr. JohxTiibkt has bonght and Is running the
feed mill owned by Andrew Edaou last winter.
Mb. Jamss Pitts and Mr. C. H. Phslpa have re-
turned from up north, where they have been on a
banting trip. They report having had a good
time.
Mr. and Mbs. n. U. WuirriB, who have been
visiting friends In the eastern part of the State for
the paat four weeks, have returned. Jbey report s
very pleasant trip.
A social dance was held at the Grange Hall
Friday night. The proceeds are to be donated to
the sewing society of the Congregational church
edifice.
ilODBOKVtLLE Lodge, No. $46, 1. O.O. F., having
been unable to rent tho Grange Hall, at whnt the
members considered a fair price, have made ar-
iRngtmcnts with Mr. Cunningham to n-flt the
"Old Hair' and will continue m be known as the
"Saw Mill Lodge."
A certain widower here Is acting very gincb as
if ho intended following the example of the two I
mentioned in a recent communication. Go slow
- .(well I won’t call any names yet), that ‘ prop-
erty'' may have a bigger ••Incumbrance’’ upon ^t
than yon may think.
At the last social of the Congregational church
of this place, a large cake was sold at 35 cents a
piece. One of the pieces contained a twenty shil-
ling gold piece. Some of onr church members
would raise their hands in holy horror at the ides
of pnrchssing lottery^ tickets. We fall to see the
difference between the two. Perhaps some ol
them think the “end justifies the means." the pro-
ceeds being intended for the purchase ol seats for
the c&urrh building. “H."
One of the Physiciana of the Grand
Rapids Medical and Sunricttl Infirmary
will be Rt Ibe City iloiel Wednesday,
Nov. 28, and every iw« week* thereafter.
Ctmsuliaiiiiii Free.
As a purifier, Ayer’s SttrsnparillB nets
directly and promptly. A single hrille
will prove its merits. Many thousands of
people are yearly saved trom dangerous
fever* by the exercise of a litiie time care
in properly cleansing the system by the
use of this remedy.
Wk take pleasure in recommending
Hairs Huir Renewer to our readers. It
restores gray Jiair to ita youthful color, pre-
vents baldness, makes the hair soft and
glossy, does r.ot stain the skin, and is alto-
gether the best known remedy for all hair
and scalp diseases.
A NKW lot of LtrthV and Childrens
Cloaks just received ut BerucliV 4i>-
' Ladies, remember tliat D Hertseh keeps
everything in the line of Knit goods, from
Infants Booties to Radies’ Skirts. 40-
Notice.
Whereas Wm. C. Mells, of this place,
lias assigned his property and credits to
to me for the benefit of his creditors, all
those that owe Meiis are requested to
come and pay their debts to me, at my
office in Yan der Veen’s block.
G. J. Dikkkma, AMfgnti
52 Diti'li’hik I far
From $3 Invested.
ZThst Is whst any one will receive who will sub
scribe for TAs Indtjttndenl, of New York.
It occupies two fluids. Hret. a« a religions jour-
nal It U undenominational and broader than soy
sect. Its aim Is to strengthen and extend Evan-
gelical religion and to defend It against the attacks
ol Msterisllsm, Atheism and nnuelicf. It is free
to approve or criUcite in any of the denominations
what ever it believe* la designed to advance or
hindei the progress of the Gospel of Christ.
- Among Its religions writers are LeonanF W.
Bacon 1). D., 8. 0. Bartlett. D. D., Prest. John
Rsscom, Bishop Tho4. M. Clark, Rev. Jos. Cook,
Bishop A. C. Coxe, Geo. R. Crooks, D. D., Howard
CYosby.D.D.,Theo. L. Cuylur, D.D , Rev. 8amuel
Dike, Geo. P. Fisher, D.D., Prof. Norman Fox,
Washington Gladden, D.D., Bishop F. D. Hunting-
ton, Bishop J. F. Hurst, E. D. Morris. D. D., Prest,
Noah Porter, Francis L. PaUoii, D. D., Philip
Rebuff. D.D.. K. 8. Storm. D.D., Wm. M. Taylor,
D.D., Wm. 0. Wilkinson. D.D., Prest. T. D. Wool-
sey.
second. As a literary journal It stands without
a peer among the weenly pres*. During the past
ye-.r It has published articles and poems by more
than three nundrud of the most talented writers In
this country and Europe.
Among them Amelin A. Barr, Mary Clemmcr,
Rose Terry Cooke, Kate Foote, Dora Head Good-
ale, Rev. W. E. Griffis, “Grace Geeuwood,"
Thomas Hill, D.D., William I). Howells. “H H.,”
Sidney Lanier, Rose Hawthorne Uthrop, Louise
chandler Moulton, Joaquin Miller, fat. A. Oakes,
Mm. 8. M. B. Platt, .Josephine^ Pollard. Hichard
Henry Stoddard, Edmund Clarence Stcdmau, Mrs.
Lauut Thompson. J. T. Trownildge. Celia Thaxtor,
John Greenleaf Whittier, Sarah U. Woolsey, Susan
E. Wallace, nm. C. Ward and Prof. Charles A.
Young.
Ttu Independent will, within the next few months,
publish stones by Wm D. Howells. -author 04
“Their Wedding Journey,’’ “A Modern Instance."
etc.; W.R. Norris, author of ••Matrimony" “No
New Thing," etc.; F. Marion Crawford, author of
••Mr. Isaacs," ••Dr. Claudius.’’ etc.; J.S. qf Dale,
author of •Ouerndale’’; Edward Everett Halt,
author of “Tcu Times One Is Tell,’’ etc.; Julia
Scha) er, author of “Tiger Lily, and Oltn r Stories,"
Kehecca Harding Davis, Sarah Ome Jewett, fared.
D. Story, Kale Upson Clarke, cU., etc. Ills aiso
negotiating with other distinguished story-writer-
of England and America, whose usmes it does not
as yet feel at liberty to make public
In civil and politic «l affdm /tie Independent con-
tends for Miuud Ideas and priuciplee. It believes
in the reform of the civil service and larifi. in ibe
purittcaiion of politics, and maintains those prin-
ciples which the highest ethics and best luiedi-
gence require.
The IniUpenaent has 22 distinct departments, $2
pages in ail.
TERMS TO SUBSCRIBERS.
One subscription one year ............ ..... 4 $ 00
faor 6 months, $1.30; for $ months ......... 0 75
One subscription two years ............ 3 ou
One subtcription five years ................ 10 00
"TRIAL TRIP.”
We offer a mouth’s subscription, as a “Trial
Trip." for Weems, which can be remitted by post-
age siamps. Payment of $2.70 In addition wl.i
secure tbe balance of a year’s sub-cription.
Send poe'ul card for free tpeclmen copy and judge
for i ourtelf. A ddrett
THE INDEPENDENT,
2.11 Broadway, Sew York
How is tho chance
for Farmers.
DSE/EMiERS <3c BAIT
EIGHTH STREET*
Opposite Vru Raalte’s shoe store, will furniib you wllh any sttlnle you rosy wish In
the line f ;J i w - * f 'V ^ » 'f V*^ *« #4(1" **• ’
and MiedioirLes.
Low Price* a* any Dealex in the State.
Bring your Physician's Prescriptions to us If you wish in have them prepared
promptly and carefully and at moderate prices.
Wo also carry a full stock of
BRUSHES. PAINTS. OILS. AND VARNISHES,
and nre agents for the Sberwin Williams Prepared Painta. # >
KBBMEB8 A BASQ%.
Holland. Mum., Oct. 10th, 1888. 16-ly.
GOOD NEWS!
for all at the CLOTHING STORK of
J. W. B0SMAN.
On account of tho poor crops this year l will sell
f " 1 .. ..... ...i! u
at greatly
m
NOW IS THE TIME FOR GOOD iitUGAlNS.
J. W. ROSMAN.
Ilni-i.AMD. Mu Get. 10, 1881. $6-3ra.
Our popular wagon nianufactuirr
J. Fliemon
Offers hls superior made wagons Jast as cheap ss
anybody sell them in Zeeland, and claims ihm
they are a
Better wagon in everyway,
wad will motba onderoold by anyone.
Call and Examine.
Also keeps on band a line of
^Mtermente.
THE SUIT.
MEW YORK, 1884.
XAtmy Ifftatta.” |
iideo’s “Literary Revolution,” which
has accomplished such wonders in the re
ductlon of the cost of the world's choicest
literature, while presenting it io excellent,
often elegant, form, low been a great mys-
tery to many. If (here U aay secret about
It, Mr. Alden evidently means U shall be
an open one. A recent publication snm
marizes with characteristic piih^’The Old
Way” and "The New Way.”
THE OLD IfAY:
Charge all tbe coeiomer win stand and competi-
tion permit.
mg mocounte to dealers and agents (when com-
petition eompolN) -let the private trayer take care
of bimself.
1.000 hooka, profit, fit each -$12)00.
Publish tbe books that wilt sell.
ftke cere of "Number Oae.M
THE NEW WAY:
Give tho beet book poostbte for the teeet money
wamlble.
...Sell to buyers direct, gvlng than all possible dls-
The consequence seems to be Ihatthe
D«« *.jr win, the lugttt null N»k twte• Ait j . T
About sixty million copied •of Tub Son btve
gone oat of onr establishment during the psst
twelve months.
If yon were to paste end to end all the columns
of all Tin Sens printed and sold last year yon
would gel a continuous strip of Interesting infor
nation, common sense, wisdom, sound doctrine,
and sane wit long enough to reach from Printing
House sqnare to the top of Mount Copernicus in
the moon, then back to Priming House square,
and then three-qnarters of the way back to tbe
moon again. w
But Thb Sum is written for tbe Inbabitanta of
tbe earth: ibis same strip of tntolilgeuc* would
girdle tbe globe twenty-seven or twenty-eight
times.
If every hnyer of a copy of Tub Son daring the
pest year has spent only one hour over It. sud If
his wife or his grandfather bas spent another
boar, this newspaper in 1884 has afforded the hu-
man race thlrpwn thousand years of steady read
ing night and day. It U only by Mitld calculations
like ibese that yon can jorm any idea of the circa
latlon of the most popular of /mcrican news-
papers. or of its It fluence on the opinion* and ac-
tions of American men and women.
Tub otixis, and will coutinne to be, a news;
paper which tells tbe truth without fear of conse-
nnencea, which gets at the facts no matter bow
much the process costs, which presents the news
of all tbe muld without waste iT words and in tbe
most readable shape, which is working with all its
heart for the cause of honest government, and
which therefore believes that the Republican
parij mu-i^o. and must go in this coming year of
If you know Ths 8t?«. yon like It already, and
yon will read It with accustomed diligence and
profit during what Is sure to be the moei interest-
ing year in Its history. If you do not yel know
Tub Sun, it is high time to gel Into the sunshine.
Terms to MjdTsnWoriWs.
The severs! editions of Tub 8cm era sent by
mail, postpaid, as follows :
^DAfLY ~50 cents a month. $G • year; with Ban
HUN DAY— Eight pages. This edition famishes
the current news of the world, special articles of
exceptions! Interest to everybody, and literary re-
views of new books of tbe highest merit. §1 a
year.
WEKELY-$1 a rear. Eight pagesof the beat
matter of the dally Issues; an agrlcnltural depart-
ment of unequalled value, special market reports,
aud literary, .dentine, and domestic Intelligence
make Tas Wreki.t Bcm tha newspaper for the
former'# household. To clubs of ten with ten dol-
lars, an extra copy free. Addraea
I. W. ENGLAND. Publisher.
Tm 8bn.Si.Y- City
Open and Top Buggies,
And • fine stock pf
SgUABE AMD SWELL BODY CDTTEBS. '
And a nice assortment of Beggiee for Farmers
and Tradesmen are on the way coming.
AlJk) AGENT FUR
BATH PLATFORM SPRING WAGON
WORKS.
J. FI, IBM AN.
Holland. Mien. , April 14, 1883. 20-ly
IN THE NEW
GROCERY
'—AND-
DRY GOODS ST0EE
'-•-'—OK—'—
C.STEKETEE&BOS,
oi tie corttr of filter A Null Stt
(’an now be found, not alone a complete stock
of Gri’Ceries.-alwsisof the Freshesi and 1‘nrest.
but also all kinea of Farmers Ptoduce, Provisions.
Etc., Etc.
Otto Breyman
•Dealer In-
Jewelry, Watches,
DIAMONDS,
Sihtmrt, Plattta, ui huj Sooii,
Oolel and Silver If'atche* at Rea-
*onable* Price*.
The largest assortment of
DIAMOND R I 2NT Gt a
ever displayed In thia City.
REDUCED PRICES!
k
giving an extra discount to all wti.,
IPCLV OCLStL.
I also keep on hand a large assortment of
SPECTACLES
—and h—
FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.
AYER’S
Sarsaparilla
cures Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Rheuma-
tic Gout, General Debility, Catarrh, and
all disorders caused by r thin and impover-
ished, or corrupted, condition of the blood ;
expelling the blood-poisons from the system,
enriching and renewing the blood, and re-
storing its vitalising power.
During a long period of unparalleled use-
fulness, Aybb’s Sarsaparilla has proven
its perfect adaptation to the cure of all d la-
eases originating in poor blood and weakened
vitality. It is a highly concentrated ex-
tract of Sarsaparilla and other blood-
purifying roots, combined with Iodide
of Potassium and Iron, and la the safeet, *
most reliable, and most economical blood-
purifier and blood-food that can be used.
Inflammatory Rheumatism Cured.
"Avia's Sarsaparilla has cured me of
the Inflammatory Rheumatism, with which
1 have stmered for many years., W. H. Moon.''
Durham, la., March 2, 1882.
“ Eight years ago I had an attack . of
Rheumatism so severs that I qould not
move froth the bed, or dress, without help,’
I tried several remedies without much If
any relief, until I took Aybr’s Sarsapa-*
iilla, by the use of two bottles of which I
wm completely cured. 1 have not been
troubled with the Rheumatism slnee.
Have sold larga quantities of jour
Sarsaparilla, and it stIU retains its
wonderful popularity. Tho many notable
eqres It hu effected In this vicinity con-
vince me that it Is the beet blood medicine
ever offered to the public. ,
E. F. Hauis.”
River St., Buekland, Mom., May 13,1882.
"Last March'l'waa so weak from gener-
al debility that 1 eould not walk without
help. Following the advice of a friend, I
commenced taking A Yin's Rarsafaiilla,
and before I had used three bottles I felt
m well m I ever did in my life. I have
been at work now for two months, and
think your Sabsapabilla the greatest
blood medicine in the world.
Jambs Maynard."
820 West 42d St., NeW York, July 19, 1881
Atir’s Sarsaparilla cures Serofola
and all Scrofulous Complalnte, Erysip-
elas, Eesama, Ringworm, Blotches,
Sores, Bolls,. Tumors, and Eruptions of
the Skin. It clears the blood of all Impuri-
ties, aids digestion, stimulates the action of ;
the bowels, and thus restores vitality and
strengthens the whole system.
rRRPARSD RV
Dr. J. C. Ayer ACo., Lowell, Mm.
•old by all Druggists; price $1, six bottle#, $5.
All the Goods are warranted
to be just as represented.
t
OttMu nntl examine- our slock. . No
trouble to show Goods.
O. BREYMAN.
Holland. Mich., Jnn. 1, 1882. 48-1*
G. Van Men & Sons,
Hare opened a complete line of
FALL AND WINTER
DRY GOODS,
— ‘—comtlMlm; of —
Dress Goods,
Flannels, and
Table Linen
A largo areortinrnt of
which we will dispose of at reasonable price*.
—-Onr stock of— -
Is of the finest quality : we also have Grata’
Honoof all kind*.
-—A full lint* of—
German Knitting Yarns.
A fresh stuck. ol
G-r ooer i ee
alwavs on hand.
(J. VAN PUITKN& SONS
Holland, Mioh., tfept.tfl. 1888.
AYER’S
Ague Cure
contains an antidote for all malarial dlaoiw
ders which, so for as known, is ased la ao o^nt
remedy. It aou tains ao Quinine, nor any mineral
nor deleterious substance whatever, aad ootmt-
ouantly produces ao injurious effect upon the com
stltution, bet leafoe the system as healthy as It
wee before the attack.
WE WARRANT AYER'S AGUE CURE fee '
sure every ease of Fever aad Agae, Intermittent
er Chill Fever, Remittent Fever, Dumb Ague,
Bilious Fever, and Liver Complaint caused by
malaria. In ease of failure, after due trial, deal-
ers are authorised, by our circular dated July
1st, 1882, to refund the money.
.Dr. J. C. Ayer A Co., Lowell, Maee.
Bold by all Druggists.
Dissolution Notice.
The co partnerehlp heretofore existing between
A'lMlaiu l' Mull* kim Jobu lie Boer h«v this day
hc«n dlHSuivt'ri by mutual con.eut. Ihchurintss
will be hrreaftvr conducted by John De Boer.
Paled October 16.. 1881. ^ ,
WM. C. MKLI8,
J. DK BOER.
1883. FA I I. AND WINTER. 1884.
— Al«o a tery 1 irge and sioortrd .lock ol
ZDRTZ GOODS
Wbirh we lotend in keep cooiplrir a« pot
•iblu embi Bring all the the Ulmi ami best made
fohnw. _______________________ n — ; -- -- -
Crockery, Stone k Glassware.
FARM KBS’ PRDDUCR TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.
c. STBKITf I A BU8.
HefcLai0.Ust.lSth.UM. W-ty
CLOAKIHGS AND FANCY GOODS,
BONNETS. HATS* FEATHERS.
j P0MP1I», B1UD8' WINGS. ORNAMENTS, LACES, NECK-
? WEAR, VELVET, SATIN, MOURNING
GOODS, CRAPE,  _ _
J (’In king. Kur Trimming, Circulars, Ulsters, Dolmans, Jackets.
Infnu s' Cloaks and Clothing a Specially.
Eephyr, Hoods, Worsted, Ynra, Ostavna, Ete.
L& S. VAN DEN BERGE,
STOXXTH aTHNKT. - - HOLLAND MIOH
t At rV^)r.
w rJOHINGS.
ttuiotos at the telephone exchange
was good during the put week.
Last Wednesday wu Market Day. Bat
pwing to the norm that pretailed but few
people were in town. ,
TnRflret sleigh belli of thi teaion were
heard on last Thursday morning, although
tbsre wu but little snow for sleighing.
Mrs. 0. Kirrstrad, of Burnette, Neb.,
to visiting her daughter, Mrs. & Annia, of
this city. i
Born:— To Mr. and Mrs. Ju. L. Fair,
banks, of Fillmore, on Sunday, Not. 11,
1883, a boy.
Yrsterdat morning Mr. A. K. Roos,
arrived home from his trip to California,
looking much better.
The Story of the Storm.
Lost of the Steam Barge H. 0. Akeley.
The Clara Parker and the Tug Pro-
tection ashore. Other Marine
Disaster.!.
E. HEROLD'S
Rev. A. Wokmsbr and wife, of Cedar
Grove, Wla., are visiting in this city, the
gnests of thpir uncle and aunt, Dr. and
Mrs. F. J. Schouten.
A couple were recently married in
Overisel, who bore the respective names,
previous to marriage, of Mr. Zat and Miss
Wil, which translated ' means, Mr. Shall
and Mise Wil.
At Shenandoah, Pa., a Are broke out
on last Monday afternoon, which de<
stroyed $750,000 worth of property. Two
hundred families are homeless and have
lost everything.
The Estrello Comedy Company gave
two entertainments at Lyconm Hall last
Wednesday and Thursday evenings. The
entertainments were good and gave satis
faction to the audiences, which, owing to
the inclement weather, were small.
Rbv. J. A. Dr 8pbldrr, of Macon,
Mich., who to a graduate of Hope College,
goes to Iowa to accept the Princlpalship
of an academy.
Mrs. Asa Williams, of Allegan, wife
of Conductor Williams of the Chicago
and West Mich. R’y, fell down stairs lut
Monday morning and fractured two of
her ribs.
List of letters remainiog in the Post
Office at Holland, Mich., Nov. 15th, 1883:
Mrs. Nora Coopbr, Wm. Chalmers, Robert
Height, Elmer Loose, Albert C. Munn,
Rebt. Tennlson and J. B. Whitcher.
Wm. Verhkkk, P. M.
Capt. Hkbkk Squires, of Grand Ha-
ven, died lust Saturday in Philadelphia,
Pa., of typhoid pneumonia. Capt.
Squires was a prominent marine man on
this shore, and well known throughout
the chain of lakes. He was 61 years of
age.
We have received several anonymous i A hunting match will be indulged by
communications recently which we have our sportsmen on Thanksgiving Day for
consigned to onr wute paper bisket. We
csonot under any consideration, publish
communications which are unaccom-
panied by the name of thp writer. Frcinds
please remember this.
Mr. Duncan Campbell, of Stratford,
Canada, was in town last week visiting
his brother Geo. CaDipbell, second miller
of the Standard Roller Mills. Mr. Camp-
bell left here for Moorejaw, a place north
of Dakota Territory, where he has ac-
cepted a position as train dispatcher of
the Canada Paciflc R. R.
The pleasant Indian summer of the Inst
week was roughly broken by a snow storm
which commenced last Tuesday night.
On Thursday morning a regular “blizzard*'
prevailed and tough thoughts were enter-
talned by those who thought of the pre-
dictions of the weather prophet who said
that we were to have a mild winter.
Our former townsman. Mr. A. I).
Nelson, now of Planklnton, Dakota, has
been elected at one of the County Com-
missioners of his, Aurora county. The
Plankinton Standard, a large eight column
Quarto aheet, speaks in glowing terms of
his election, saying that Mr. Nelson is “a
gentlemen in every sense of the term” and
that “he will undoubtedly serve the county
with ability and with credit to himself and
bis constituents.” "
an oybter supper which will be given at
the City Hotel in the evening. The Cap-
tains of the sides are: J. Huntley and O.
Odell. The Hides are composed of the fol-
lowing gentlemen: Huntley’s side— H.
Boone, 0. Blom, Ed. Williams, Otto Brey-
man, A. Van Rarlte, B. Keppel, W. Har-
rington. Odell's side— Geo. Tubbergen,
I. Howard, Geo. Howard, D. W. Me Mar-
tin, D. Gilmore, Geo. Harrington, B.Odell. I
Political circles are considerably agi-
tated over the retirement of H C. Pear-
son, Government Inspector of Boilers,
and Capt. Stark, Inspector of Hulls, and
the appointment of George D. Cowan, late
engineer of the steamer Milwaukee, and
Capt. Dodge to the respective positions.
The transfer will lake place immediately.
No cause is assigned for the change.
Messrs. Pearson and Stark have held
those positions many years, and are wide-
ly known. The offices are worth $900
each with favorable chances of a speedy
Increase.
One of the disgusting things that bap
pened on Market Day was the sight of two
drunken Hamilton horse jockeys who
made the air on the street in the neigh-
borhood of the News office “fairly blue”
with their curses and loud talk. 8ur.h
characters should lie summnrllly dealt
with.f Their only object in attending
these markets is in the hopes that they
will meet some “d— dutchman” who will
readily become their dupe. But those
kind of people don't exist ip this neigh-
borhood and they should be made to un-
derstand It.
The schooner VVaoeetee, of 8i. Joseph,
came into this port latt Sunday in a 'd ha-
bled condition, having lost all her canvass.
She came inside the harbor and let go her
anchor but dragged it and went ashore.
The tug City of Holland went to her as-
sistance and succeeded in getting her
afloat Monday. Her master, Captain
Jonea, is loud in his praises of our harbor
and says that he never made a harbor
so easy as he did thk The Waneetee was
loaded with lumber from Grand Haven
nud bound lor 8i. Joseph. She will be
towed there as soon as the weather will
permit.
Lait Thursday afternoon the steam
barge Milwaukee came into thla port for
refuge. .The Milwaukee draws eleven
feet of water. Her captain, O. E. Har.
rington, told ua that he left Chicago
Wednesday night bound lor Grand Haven.
He reports hating had a very rough trip.
The boiler of the barge shifted some 18
Inches during the voyage and it was only
by means of rupee and tackle that he held
It in position. The Milwaukee now ilea
inside, of. the Hay on a little bar. The
captain also added a good word for our
harbor. He said that It was the best har-
bor that he had ever made on Ihla shore,
and that it was all owing to the deep
water outside our piers, of which there is
no leas than thirty feet. V
rh«a t
rc-\i
nnd Al
Last Thursday as Mr. Kverl Ellen
lives two milea south of this cliy, wi
turning home from Saugaluck with a ..... J
of lumber, he met with a severe accident.
As he went to jump from the load j
of lumber to the ground, his overcoat |
caught nnd threw him under the wagon,
the hind wheel passing ever his right leg. j
HU horses kept on going snd he attempted '
to rise and atop them, but fell heavily to
the ground. He then crawled on bis
hands abd knees fora distance of' fully
eighty yards before he caught op with and
atonned the team. He then drove to the
Visidmcenr a farmer who he knew, and
who look him home. On arriving home
the m#!1 w*nl R»e bottle to tell Mr. __
ton’s family and on his turning around saw.
Mr. Ellen right behind him on hto han_
and kneea. Dr. O. E. Yatot, of this city
Consider AHhK taut naa been indulged
in during this week over the rather “arbi-
trary, or disrespectful manner,” in which
our Common Council, at the session held
last *eek Thursday evening, treated the
petition of a number of our citizens who
desired to gee a place made for a “town
clock” in the tower of the new “Engine
House and Common Council Rooms” in
the first ward. Tito matter in question it
apparently too trivial a one for ranch com-
ment and were it not for the unexplained
manner in which the gentlemen of the
council treated the good faith, backed by
the money, of the petitioners, we -would
not perpetuate it by further notice. A
clock In the lower, ol the new “Engine
House” would be a very nice ornament
lor (bat building, and w«?uld be of aome
worth to the people of the city when in
that part of town, but whether the benefit
derived would be equal to the expenditure
of money required U a mooted question.
rl‘ S h. w. ver, under >be circumstances,
ha* nothing to do with the Council. It the
people want a clock, and a place lor it, and
are willing to pay for the same by private
subscription, the council should be only
toirglad to accord them the prevllege.
,H.-rein licHtbe disagreement. This rup-
ion. which to evidently caused by section
lUtrlfe. to eat aid tolling a bad precedent
or our Council. Such a thing as the
East end” and the “Weil end” of town
hould not he known, and he. wbo causes
ny atrile of thla kind, deserves the just
insure of all of our citizens who have the
teresta of our place at heart. It makes
lo difference who the party to. - He who
over zealous In the interests df hia part
f town should tie reproved, as should
likewise be the party who to watching with
The most violent gale that this locality
has witnessed since the storm )n which
the Alpena foundered, commenced last
Sunday afternoon and continued almost
uninterrupted until Friday morning. The
loss of life and vessel property has been
very great. 4 The disasters which cause
the must interest in this locality are those
attending the Akeley, the schooner Clara
Parker, and the tag Protection with her
tow, the ichgflpafcAeabr- 1
«XtHK n. C. AKKLKY. ,
The steamer H. C. Akeley left Chicago,
Sunday morning for Buffalo iaden with
40,000 bushels of coru. At 10 o’clock
Sunday morning she sighted the tug Pro-
tection, and as she was disabled, took her
in tow. This was presumably about
twenty miles out from South Haven. At
6 o'clock Sunday night they lost their sails
and port boat. At 11 o’clock the smoke
stack was carried away, and from that
time they were unable to make steam.
The steamer then got in the trough of the
sea, which broke over her with such fury
that the tarpaulins was washed away and
water began running into her cargo' The
rolling ol the boat shifted her cargo and
gave her a big list. At 6 o’clock Monday
morning the tug Protection let go her line.
The Akeley was then drifting in shore and
the C. piain ordered the anchor let go, and
she came lo a standstill at 10 o'clock Mon-
day night. About 11 o’clock Tuesday
morning the engineer was ordered to
clear away the only remaining boat, which
was done with great difficulty. Twelve of*
the crew succeeded in getting into the
boat. Just as the boat was cast adrift the
Akeley gave (be final plunge going to tbe
bottom stern first about nlue miles out
from this harbor. Captain Streatch and
four of the crew remained on ihe ill-fated
craft and were lost. Captain Streatch
was a resident of Grand Ilaveu, ana leaves
a wile and family. The stewurt, John
Babbitt, of Spring Lake, was also lost.
The boat, containing the balance of the
crew, was picked up in a terribly exhausted
condition by the schooner Driver about
3 o'clock Tuesday afternoon and taken to
Chicajo. The H. C. Akeley was a large
strong propeller, built three yeara ago.
She hbd beeu in the iron ore trade during
the summer, but was lately employed in
carrying grain from Chicago to Buffalo.
She was owned by H. C. Akcly and Capt.
T. W. Kirby, of Grand Haven. Her value
was $100,000. Insured for $40,000.
THE CLARA PARKER.
The schooner Clara Parker, owned by
J. R. Lindegreen, of Chicago, loaded with
corn for Collingwood, Ont., left Chicago
Saturday night. She sprung a leak off
Sheboygan Sunday morning. The crew
kept her afloat Sunday and Monday by
hard work. Finding she was sinking,
they ran her ashore between Ibis harbor
and Grand Haven at 5 o'clock Tuesday
morning. The Parker was discovered at
daylight by a small son of Dan O'Connell,
who went to (lie beach to look for wreck-
age. He signalled them and immediately
started on horseback f«fr Juhnsville, and
telegraphed ihe life-saving station at
Grand Haven. Supt. Robbins nnd Capt.
DeYoung and crew, with complete life-
saving apparatus, left for the schooner
Immediately by teams, and tiefore reach-
ing the acene, ns a precaution, they aeot
back for tne surf boat, bnt the crew were
all rescued before it arrived. The first
•hot fired from., tbe mortar at 11 a. m.
went to the windward of the schooner.
Tbe second shot went straight over her
rigging. The crew of nine were brought
aibt.re in the breeches buoy in the order
named : William Oleson, Andrew Nelson,
Robert Widgren, T. Christenson, second
mate; Capt. “A. Lewii; Peterson, firat
mate; Charles Anderson, Steward; John
Oteson, Henry Francis. A'nderaon, the
steward, ia very weak. The othera were
in fair ronditton. considering the expos-
ure they endured They undoubtedly
owe their Uvea to tbe life-aaving crew,
which did most excellent aervice. The
vessel and cargo are a total loss. The
Parker was valued at 118,000 There to
no insurance. She had on board 39.5C0
bushels of corn, which was inaured for
$0,000.
THE TUO PKOTVCnOK.
The wrecking tug ProWction left St
Joseph with the schooner Arab in tow
last Saturday evening for Milwaukee.
When off Racine at 4:30 Sunday morning
tbe tchooner Arab went down taking
with her, W. Kelly, nn engineer of a
steam pump which was aboard the
schooner. The crew of the Arab und the
real of the pump men were taken aboard
the tug. While rescuing the men from
the schooner the tug got a 'line in her
wheel and disabled her. She laid at the
mercy of the wind and waves until picked
up by the Akeley. After the Akeley let go
the line by which she towed the lug,
which was 7:80 o’clock Monday night,
she drifted to the shore, and went on the
beach at 9:80 Tuesday night, alter riding
the sea at anchor from 9 o’clock in the
morning. The life-tavibg crew at St.
Joseph was notified and arrived at Sau-
gatuck at 4:80 o'clock Tuesday afternoon,
-for your-
SOOTS A SHOES
Yon will always find a well detected (Mock) of
Ladle* and Gentlemens
Fine Shoes, Boots, and
Slippers.
Repairing neatly and promptly
CALL AND SEEKS
NO. 40, EIGHTH STREET.
Iolland. Mich., April «, 1883.
K.HKROLD.
10. T. McCLURE,
1 JL, **" Dealer In-*-
Storing Machines,
ler& Wilson, Singer,
and the White,
King <| all Sewing Machined and the b.-et In
Inc wo
AIm> agopt for
er, Fischer, Decker <fc Son,
ase, Krannach Bach,
-And the-
Eslly, Chase,
Tailor <fc Fallow,
CtoRG^AJXT 8
, PI
and
ne call, examine goodd, and awrertaln price*
rm* before purchaalng clwwbcr*.
ilKO. T. Mc'JLUKK.
Cor. of Rlevunth and Hirer alreeid,
Holland, Mich
at the More of
B. WYNHOFF,
Dress Goods, Table Linens,
Skirts, Hosiery, White Godds,
Etc,, In endless variety.
A fall and complete lino of
CROCKERY
always on hand.
Eirery person purchasing
Baking Powder at my store
will stand a chance of winning
an elegant
CHINA TEA SET !
Call and see it. My Bakin
Powder is 40 cts. per poun
only.
OoodH delivered free of charge.
B. WYNHOFF. >
Holland, June 14, 1883.
o. f van duren, w. van dkr vkkrk.
City Meat Market,
»N DIM* CO, Props'
Haring lately re oponed the “City Meat Market*'
in the Plrat Ward, we kindly Invite the cUi.ena
ol this city to gin- ua a “call.”
. W® ,nlend ,0 k"‘,P onr market Pnpplled with tbe
b.'Mt and cholera meat* that can be procured.
Wo make
KANTERS s sons, WM. TEN HAGEN
IKALKK8 IN
STOVES.
and can aaanre onr patrone that the Lard par
chased #f ns, to perfectly pare end of line qaalftw.
„ . O.J.VAN nUKKN ACO.
Holland. Mich.. Peb. 15. IH8H.
dealer in-**-'
TOBACCOS, CIGARS,
-AND-**'
HARDWARE. ETC,
call the attention of all to the
FOR 1888.
It (tears tbe old reliable name, hut to
ENTIRELY NEW
in design and operation. We request the
, public to call and examine and
be convinced.
Hie "NEW IDEAL”
square coal stove proved a perfect Mircess
Inst year and has nol been alien d.
CHOICE LIQUORS
F I N E —
A large and very fine
POOL ROOM
In connection with my place of baalneea.
Don’t fall to drop Into my place of bual-
oe«f one door put of th8 City Bakery,
OK EIGHTH STREET.
Wm TEN HAGEN.
Holland, Mich., May 10. 1688. 14-1y
JAS. HUNTLEY,
linn
Estimates given for ail
kinds of buildings fin-
ished and completed.
I M Hu* Ste
jealous eye, hia actions. There should, ' -s.uv v t.ti'VM * uwviojr •IWIUWII
In* no one part of our oily better than the and rescued all on hoard the boat except
We have an endleaa variety, all sixes and
prices.
wu called and
a compound
being
hto patient as
ier part, and the liUle seeds of sectional
iecord that have lately been sown, should
be uprooted by *very citizen who feela n
Just pride in the past history^? the peace
and quiet of affairs pertain-ing to our mu
The quicker this un t
feeling is cast aside, the better li
for our city and her tnteruta.
William Grace, a fireman, who wu
washed overboard. The Protection is
toying easy, bead on, about 100 feel from
shore, bow in five feet of water and will
ondoubtedlv be got off the beach in pretty
-V
a her of disasters around tbe
, ._jply terrible; tbe lou of life
-er, to greatly reduced by our life-
; service.
Remember we take pleuore in showing
our goods and like to have you
compare ptfees.
Planing and Bp-sawing
done on short notice.
Stairs, Band Bailing, Sash .
i Doors, Blinds, Mouldings
Brackets, etc. made and
furnished.
i l&pm
Genuine Cyclone
' ' Is going on In tht stock of
Dry Goods & Groceries,
R. KANTERS A SONS.
Hom.ixd. such.. Capt. tOh, tltt.
near the c,
Office and chop on River Street.
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n
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. 18 IT POSSIBLE r
Ten weary, foot-sore travelers,
. All in a woful plight,
Bought shelter at a wayside Inn
One dark and stormy night *
“Nine beds, no more*" the landlord said,
“Have I to offer you;
To each of eight a single room,
But the ninth must serve for two*”
A din arose. The troubled host ‘
Could only scratch his head;
For of those tried men no two
Could occupy one bed, • t
The piiMlcd host was soon at ease—
He was a clever man—
And to place all bis guests devised
This most Ingenious plan:
B 0 D E P 0 H
In room marked A two men were placed;
The third he lodged In B ;
The fourth to C was then assigned;
The fifth retired to D;
In E the sixth he tucked away,
In F the seventh man; w
Tin eighth and ninth In 0 and H,
And then to A he ran,
Wherein the host, as I have said,
Had laid two travelers by,
Then taking one— the tenth and last—
He lodged him safe in L
Nine single rooms— a room for each—
Were made to serve for ten,
And this it is that pussies me,
And many wiser men.
Gath Brittle.
mind surprising itself by its
munications? I have heard
Insanity.
BY ONE WHO HAS BEEN INSANE.
In consequence of overwork, excite-
ment, and mental anxiety, my nervous
system had become almost totally pros-
trated, and I suddenly, and without
warning, lost my reason. Neither my
friends nor myself had received any
such intimations as led us to apprehend
a calamity of that kind. So far as we
knewKthere had never been afiy insan-
ity among-my ancestors or relatives.
Durin g^tlio trial of Guiteau, it may be
remembered, the question was raised as
to what extent insanity might b^ re-
garded as hereditary. A distinction
without a difference was drawn between
inheriting insanity and inheriting a ten-
dency to become insane. Few persons,
perhaps, are born insane ; and few are
born with consumption. A man whose
ancestors have been drunkards is not
born an inebriate. But nobody believes
it wonld be safe for him to tamper with
intoxicating liquors, because, in all
probability, he has inherited a predis-
position to drink. And if one’s ances-
tors Jiave been consumptives, the dis-
ease that affected their lungs would,
under favorable circumstances, be more
apt to affect his than those of one whose
ancestors had never hod consumption.
If a man had an uncle, or an aunt, or a
brother, who had suffered from that
disease, it would seem to indicate that
it was “in the blood.” And so, in the
same *4y, as regards insanity. It
wonld not be correct, of course, to say
that a person inherited insanity from an
uncle or a brother. But the fact that
the uncle or the brother had been in-
sane would show that the disease was
in the family—in the blood— and one,
in such a case, would have good reason
to be apprehensive lest he himself
might have inherited a pre-disposition
to become insane from the same source
whence his relatives had derived their
tendency.
The first that I rememlier of my at-
tack was while I was riding in a rail-
road car. It seemed to me that the
passengers in the forward part were
getting up amateur theatricals. The
fact that this did not surprise me, nor
appear at all out of place, illustrates
one curious feature of ip sanity, and that
is its close similarity, in many respects,
to dreaming. It is well-known that the
Strapge phantasmagoria attendant upon
most of our dreams never strikes us at
the time as at all astonishing, illogical
or contradictory, because - the critical
faculty in sleep is partially, and per-
haps wholy, dormant. . And so also is
it in insanity. And as a sound or a
touch will suggest or give direction to
an ordinary dream, so everything that
occurs withi® , the sight or Rearing of an
insane man affects him in like manner.
during the first part of tha time I
thought I was unjustly imprisoned, I
knew not whr, and that my friends
were not far off, doing all they oould to
liberate me. I could hear them, as I
thought, talking to me from some place
not far distant. Many insane patients,
with whom I have conversed, while
they and I were convalescing, have told
me that they also have heard similar
voices, and been deceived much , in the
same way. This is Called “false hear-
ing.” Since my recovery I have had
several attacks of it, but not to such an
extent as to create any delusion. Some-
times, after a day’s hard work, or after
reading or writing too long, I have
heard voices that sounded as though
they were out doors, or in an adjoining
room, or in the air. I have experi-
mented with them fo; the purpose of
finding out, if possible, how the brain is*
affected to produce them. They have
led me to believe there is a great deal
more “unconscious cerebration” going
on in every man’s brain than any one is
aware of. While listening to these
voices, and conscious all the while of
the fact that they were purely imagin-
ary, I have heard remarks that aston-
ished mel What was this but the
. ...... “ own com-
rd long con-
versations at snob times, and when, for
the sake of experiment, I have for the
moment treated them as realities; I
have received replies that staggered-me
for the time being, and almost led me
to believe that some intelligent person
was talking to me. There can Oe no
doubt that there have been many peo-
ple who, without knowing -it, have
been victims to false hearing, and have
honestly thought they were hearing the
voices of their disembodied friends,
weile in fact they were being deceived
by an unconscious mental action going
on in a disordered brain.
Insaity does not change a person’s
character as much as is usually believ-
ed. A distinguished English physician
has said that, if there be anything in
this world that is immutable it is char-
acter. We meet with illustrations of
the truth of this assertion almost every
day. “Conversion” is believed by
many excellent church-people to work
a complete change for the better in a
man’s moral nature. But has any one
seen a mean, close-fisted, narrow-mind-
ed man become, in consequence of con-
version, liberal and generous? I trow
noli; and so even insanitv seldon alters
a man’s nature much. For instance, the
insane man may imagine people are
plotting to kill him ; he fancies he hears
threats, and thinks he sees motions to
carry them into execution. Now, if he
be naturally a timid man, and a non-
combatant, he will run and try to es-
cape ; but if he is courageous by nature,
and inclined to fight, he will act just as
he would were all the circumstances
really just as his disordered imagina-
tion pictures them. Compare tjie num-
ber of murders committed by insane
men with those committed by men un-
der the influence of alcohol, and the lat-
ter, in proportion, will be found to be
greatly in excess.
For my own part I would sooner
trust my life with au insane man than
with one whose brain has been inflamed
by over-indulgence in ; the liquors sold
in the saloons and grog-shops. Before
a person becomes insane there are two
symptoms that almost invariably mani-
fest themselves, insomnia and constipa-
tion. All the testimony I Have been
able to collect upon .the subject goes to
show this; and I have made very ex-
tensive inquiries. There has never
been a single case brought before my
notice, where > the patient’s mind was
much drawn to any one subject, that it
did not, to a greater or less extent, pre-
A SERMON UNDER DIFFICULTIES.
Guiteau to be a “cranky” individual, of
very peculiar mental .characteristics, I
never tfibught^htai Cin a sufficiently
abnormal condition to be called insane,
and principally for this reason, that
with all the intensity of his purpose to
shoot President Garfield, notwithstand-
AW, he has no more control over his Iffgtli^'praBstTO1' ^  hs aRfgsd he felt
words and actions, when the insanity is
complete, than a somnambulist. And
when a patient comes to himself, after
‘having beenTmsane, he feels as though
he had been haying a long, and some-
timosavery uripleasant dream. Some
of my delusions were of a frightful
character, and resembled, a. nightmare
more than anything else; but more
often they were by no means dissgreea-
*ble. Of course, it seemed strange to
me afterward that I could have been
Carried away by such absurdities. At
one time I thought the end of the world
had come, and that the day of judgment
was at hand. This was somewhat re-
markable, because I had not for years
been a believer in the scriptural proph-
ecies relating to those two events. Nor
had I any faith in the doctrine that
there is shell of fire; yet, in imagina-
tion, I visited that place of torment, and
witnessed the tortures of the damned —
without, however, getting scorched my-
self. Some strange conceits, that I had
come across in books, occasionally sug-
gested material for my mind to work on.
I saw men wboad souls I believed had
- heen taken’ from thefr bodies, leaving
behind the intelligent personal identi-
ty— -an idea suggested by a character
.'a'
Again, I thought that demons '^occosion-
ally reanimated human bodies after
death ; and this fancy I must have got
from a dramatic work by Bishop Coxe,
entitled "Saul,” in which the evil spirit
cent to trouble that unfortunate monarch
reanimated and took possessitm of the
3>ody of a priest whom Saul had slain
I mention these instances as serving
to show ;the dream-like character of
insanity.
I was confined in
tfpon ras mmfi’, lie wae uwsr known t6
lose ' a night’s rest. He himself said
that he always slept well. He wonld
have been up and down in his room all
night, and would have been a nuisance
to any one trying to sleep in an adjoin-
ing apartment. Nor did Gnitean suffer
from constipation. The absence of
either of these symptoms wonld have
been sufficient to occasion distrust as
to his insanity ; bnt the lack of both, to
njy mind at least, furnished conclusive
evidence that he was a responsible man.
’ If patlekts cirald have moi^ out-door
life, could move about in a flower-gar-
den and breathe the fresh air, and bask
in the sunshine, more than they possibly
can while they are penned up in wards,
they would improve mentally and physi-
cally more rapidly than they do. I do
not know of any more depressing influ-
euee within the range of the possibilities
than that which settles upon one who
has recovered his senses in an asylum,
and is retained there until he recovers
his health. The possibility of reoover-
ing one’s heatlh, surrounded by insane
people, is what I have always doubted,
and why I insisted upon leaving as soon
as I did ; and I never look upon such
an institution without a heartfelt pang
described in Bulwer’a “Strange Story." | for the many sad and wretched beings
I know it must contain; and with this
comes the still more horrible thought
that there may possibly bo among them
some one, who, in all justice and right,
should be os free as I myself.— Popular
Science Monthly.
Experience of a Preacher In a Washington
Territory Town.
[Letter from Portland (Ore.) News.]
Fort Gamble has distinctive features
of its own. The town site, hotel, store
and mill are owned by the mill company,
and no business can be opened without
their consent. The one hall is used for
school-house, church and theatre.
Nearly all companies that play the cir-
cuit take in Port Gamble. Tbe com-
pany’s hotel is run by a “queer genius”
known as “Jim,” a burly, big Missou-
rian of six feet two, 235 pounds and a
squeaky, thin, falsetto voice. He is far-
famed for good nature, wit and eccen-
tricity; is everybody’s friend among the
boys, whom he effectually leads by the
noses. A Seattle minister once had a
notice posted about town that divine
service would be held on a certain Sun-
day. There are few women in tbe place,
and not a squl climbed the school-house
hill to be saved. The minister waited
three-quarters of an hour, then sadly
wended his way to the hotel. The of-
fice, bar and billiard-room were crowded
with mill hands and loggers, rough in
dress and speech, all smoking, swearing,
drinking, etc. Just inside the door sat
Jim at a poker game. To him tbe min-
ister complained that no one had come
to hear him preach. Jim was in for
fair play at once. He said to the sad-
faced divine :
“All right, stranger; jest you go back
up the hill, and I’ll make these fellers
come up an’ give ye a show. Jest you
shinny right along an’ don’t fret, an’ I’ll
tote ’em up thar quicker’n greased
lightnin’.” His reverence retired, and
Jim called out: “Say, all you fellers,
hold up. There’s a gospel sharp up to
the meetin’ house says ’taint fair; we
ain’t give him no show. I ’low ’taint
neither ; bein’s he’s served notice on us
two weeks, an’ come on from Clamtown
(Seattle) [cprdin’ to contract. Come on
now, all you duffers, an’ tote yerselves
up thar. Put up them dice, you fellers ;
bar’s shot till after meetin’. Come on,
Joe Hawks; you’re the worst old sinner
in this camp. You need mendin’ more’n
any of us, I reckon. Stop them bil-
liards yonder. Ought to be ashamed
o’ yerselves, playin’ when there’s a
preacher in town. March out o’ here!
Git! Lock the door, Bill, an’ you see
you come right on up, too. Take off
that apurn first; and none o’ you cuttin’
up in meetin’, or you wont sling no more
drinks over my bar, I tell yer !”
He drove every man out and before
him like a flock of sheep, up the hill to
“meetin’ house,” where all of them had
been “to see the show” the night before.
When be arrived he headed the gang
of loggers and roughs, and walked up to
the minister. “Here we be, mister. Hats
off, fellers. Dan Higgins, can’t you
set down, or have ye got a bile? Set
down, I tell ye ! Now, mister, you let
go at em. They’re a lot of onery crit-
ters, anyhow, and ye kiu just go for the
whole possy.
And not a face wore a smile. The
good man read a chapter and said a
>rayer, but couldn’t sing. He timidly
isked some of the brethren to lead a
lymn. None of the brethren respond-
ed, but all looked at Jimi. He was
equal to the occasion. “Frank Harris,
you kin sing. Shell ont some o’ them
songs o’ yourn.” Frank Harris said he
only knew "Nancy Lee,” and “Bango.
Was His Name.” Well, them songs
ain’t no good fer a meetin’ house; bet-
er for loggia’ camp, I reckon. Tom
lerrisb, I low you know more about
iyms, bein’s most Scotch fellers is
church folks. Sing out now, and all
you duffers as kin, jine into the chorus,”
and Jim began beating time vigorously.
Tom Kerrish hemmed and coughed to
clear his throat, and started in with
“Auld Lang Syne.” Jim nodded to the
“fellers” here and thereuntil the entire
crowd, one by one, “jined into the
chorus” lustily. When thef last verse
was reached everybody was singing,
and at a sign from Jim Tom started in
again, and they sung the whole song
through twice, beating time with their
boots and keeping perfectly decorous.
At the close the irrepressible Jim spoke
out: “Now give it to ’em, mister, red-
hot, but’ cut it short. Most of ’em has
to git back to the woods in tbe morn-
in’ an’ wants to finish the’r games this
evenin’.” The minister did “give it to
’em,” and the men listened with re-
spectful attention. When through the
spokesman again officiated. “Can’t
none o’ you sainyors sing no mote?
Well, I ’low ye kin put up, if he can’t
sing. Give us yer tile, mister,” and
taking the divine’s hat he proceeded to
levy contributions from each, man.
Come down, now, all you duffers, a
man can’t come from Clamtown for
nothin’ to save yer onety sonls. Dan
Higgins, yon old sinner, you won the
lost pot to-day; sling in that fiver,
lively; Tom Kerrish. yon kin git off
with four bits. Thet was a right good
hymn o’ your’n. Bill, I low you don’t
git off less’n two an’ a half, bein’s ye
git more free drinks ’n any feller here,”
and so on all around, until every man
had “put up,” and the hat was full.
Putting a $10 gold piece on top, he
handed the “tile” bock, and said:
“Well, mister, we’re obleeged. I reck-
on the boys has done the square thing.
I low you don’t take in no such pot as
this every day; meetin’s out, fellers.
Good day, mister,” and the entire
crowd, without further ceremony, went
back to cards, billiards and drinks, as
though nothing had happened. This
is not a Western yarn, but an o’er true
tale.
has shown how a good dinner for three
or four persons, and embracing several
conrses, can be provided for less than a
dollar; but in how many houses are her
excellent recipes followed? It is not
an exaggeration* to say that two or
three hundred thousand persons could
be comfortably supported on what is
thrown away every day in New York.
Nkw York is the great hop-growing
State, and Oneida county, at and around
Waterville, is the heart of the culture;
hence this locality is frequently termed
an asylum, and the Kent of America.
The Waste of Food.
The United States is the paradise of
butchery and of all other1 '
homes there is a vast mar
and extravagance. Miss Juliet Corson
Robbing an Eagle’s Nest.
When he got to the “pond,” as the
place where the eyrie is built is locally
known, he found that fortune had
favored him in this, that neither of the
old birds were at home ; but at tbe same
time be found that it would be a diffi-
cult matter to get at the nest. Imme-
diately above the “pond” was a great
ledge of rock, which completely over-
hung the eyrie ; so that the cragsman,
suspended in the air on ’the same level
as the (nest, found himself still ten or
twelve feet from it. He at once signaled
to these above to be liauled up to this
ledge, and that having been done he
cautiously climbed down its face, which
had a sharp inward slope, nutil be got
upon the same run of strata as that
upon which the nest was built. By fol-
lowing an open seam just wide enough
to admit his fingers he managed at last
to scramble into the “pond,” where
probably human foot had never been
set before. In the rocky chamber in
which he never found himself he could
hardly stand upright; he, therefore,
went round on his knees to the back of
the nest. There were two pretty
eaglets in the eyrie, and when they saw
the strange intruder they buried their
heads below the whooly lining of the
nest and remained perfectly still. On
lifting the eaglets out of the nest,
though only a fortnight old, they were
so large and well grown that orhy one
would go into the fishing basket. The
cragsman was considering how he could
get the other to the top of the cliff,
when a warning shout from above told
him that one of the old birds was ap-
proaching. It was tho female bird,
which apparftitly was determined to
show fight in defence of her young.
She came through the air straight for
the eyrie, like a “flash of lightning,”
and the cragsman had barely time to
brow himself on his back into the
deepest recess of the “pond” and draw
his revolver when the infuriated eagle
was upon him. She made one tremen-
dous but unsuccessful sweep at him
with talons and l>eak, and simultane-
ously he pulled the trigger of his re-
volver. The weapon, however, missed
fire. The eagle hovered outside for a
moment before renewing the attack, but
a shot from the revolver— the report of
which was reverberated among the
rocks — effectually scared it to a distance
of about two hundred yards, where it
continned to circle in the air, yelping
ike a dog. It was by and by joined by
the male bird, but neither of the eagles
again showed fight. The cragsman,
laving deposited one eaglet in Ins fish-
ing basket, took the other under his
eft arm, and, having given the signal
to his companions, swung himself out
of the “pond” and was safely hauled
up— his perilous adventure successfully
accomplished. Both the eaglets are
still alive, and appear to be thriving
well in captivity. They are fed three
times a day on flesh and fish, and on
this diet are coming into very beautiful
plumage.— Pali Mall Gazette.
Bad Deeds and Good Deeds.
You have a .father? You have
mother? You love them. But once in
a while you grow impatient, and the
meanness of your nature crops out; it
wreaks itself on innocent father and
mother, perhaps, and they suffer the
punishment of a cross word called np
by another’s annoyance. The hard
word is spoken. It may be regretted
forgiven and forgot, but it can never be
recalled. Father and mother will sigh
and forgive, but—
Some day it will come back to you.
Yesterday, maybe, a little one ran np
to yon smilingly, and with the innocent,
heaven-born confidence of childhood,
clapping its little hands, that wonld not
harm a fly in your face. The childish
action delighted its author, but it an
noyed you. You were busy and re-,
proved the little one. Two pearly tears
stood, in her great blue eyes, her lips
faltered, and she tured away from you.
The era of ’ childhood, with its happy
fleeting honrs, will erase tbe unkinc
word, but—
Some day it will come back to you.
A beggar stands at your door. The
rain is dashing in torrents through the
black atmosphere of tbe night, and the
sharp vivid lightnings only intensify by
their violent contrast tbe awfulness o:
the darkness. The beggar’s plea for
shelter is punctuated by the blast that
howls forth its anger, and you turn your
brother off.
This will .come back to you some
day.
If yon are impatient, testy, ill-hnm
ored, spiteful, malicious, cowardly and
mean, your whole life will be a constant
reckoning with evil actions whose en-
ormity is only equaled by the increas-
ing wickedness of the future; and an
unatoned past is always the precursor of
a more reprehensible future. A bad
heart is a boomerang qf passions, whose
evil consequences always fall on the
head of their luckless author. On tbe
other hand, all good deeds work in a
similar way, with the rules that govern
promises and conclusions, causes and
effects; if either good or bad, the re-
sult will be in conformity with the
nature of the deed.. .Yonr bad deeds
and good deeds are juries that sit upon
the destinies of your life and decide the
verdict of happiness and despair.
Sbme day they iSf eome back to
jou.-~William*port Breakfaet Table.
'He that wants money, 5
BETTER THAN HANGING.
The. Caban Criminal's Quick Painless Death
by the Garrote— An Execution Described.
Those who have sailed bv daylight
into the beautiful harbor of Havana,
says the Philadelphia Press, will, per-
laps, recall a dark and low stone build-
ing upon the right shore, almost directly
opposite Mora castle, which is perched
on the other side of the bay. This
building is the -prison in which crimi-
nals are confined who have been sen-
fenced to death. Attached to it is a
chapel, where many a poor wretch has
received the last consolation of religion,
and the worn stone still bears witness
o the many fqet that have passed out
o return on earth never any more.
In the month of May, 1866, General
Dulce being .Captain General of the
Island of Cuba, one Ramon Torres, a
private in a Spanish infantry regiment
stationed at Havana, for some cause or
other, in a moment of passion, drove a
knife to the hilt in the bosom of his
superior officer, killing him on the spot.
The culprit was, of course, immediately
arrested and sent to prison, where he
was at once tried and condemned to die
by the garrote. Spanish law sometimes
renders swift justice, and in this case
but a few days intervened between the
muder audits expiation.
When the death sentence is passed
upon a criminal, the jnzgado, or court
of justice, proceed to the prison, and,
calling the criminal out of his cell, the
judge reads the sentence to him. After
doing so he generally makes him an
address, exhorting him to prepare for
the awful change that is coming upon
him. The prisoner is then taken in
irons to the chapel, where he remain*
until he goes ont to his execution.
There is a bed in the chapel-where lie
can rest, and a priest is always with
him. During the period he is here no
reasonable request is denied him, and
everything that can contribute tq his
comfort is readily furnished.
Ou the day of the execution of the
subject of this sketch about five thou-
sand troops were paraded outside the
prison walls, while almost as many
people of the city and surrounding
country were also on the ground.
Suddenly there came a chorus of voices
from the building singing in unison a
funeral dirge. It was the farewell of
the doomed man’s fellow-prisoners, a
ceremony never omitted by them. The
sun was gleaming brightly over the
still, smooth water, the dark green
foilage scarcely stirring in the gentle
breeze, and amid all the quietness and
beauty of nature, this wail awoke in the
heart thoughts so sad as never to bo
forgotten to one’s dying day.
All at once the prison doors were
flung wide open, and the criminal, a
roan of small stature, came forth with
a priest and a soldier on either side, the
former holding in his hand a crucifix,
while he occasionally leaned down and
encouraged the doomed man. Imme-
diately following came the verdugo,
executioner, wearing a dark dress, hav-
ing upon each of its sleeves an embroid-
ered ladder, the insignia of the office.
Two drummers followed, beating the
funeral march. It being a Spanish cus-
tom to loosen the drum snares, the
puculiar rattle they produced was far
less agreeable than tbe muffled drum
we are accustomed to hear.
The garrote was erected near, and
directly north of the prison walls, at a
place adled La Ponta, “the Point.” It
was with difficulty the poor wretch
could walk to the spot, and he seemed
frequently on the point of sinking to
the earth. The instrument of death
stood upon a wooden platform, and was
composed of an upright piece of scant-
ling with the iron collar and lever at-
tached, while below was a rude seat.
Arriving at tho foot of the platform
the death sentence was .again read, and
the alguacilde cor le— corresponding
to our Sheriff— asked, the prisoner if he
had anything to say to the people. He
merely shook his head by way of reply,
and was at once seated, his legs tied,
and his arms pinioned, with the hands
.crossed on bis breast and tbe collar
fixed about bis neck. At this point of
the proceedings the verdugo pulled*
from his person a long, bright knife, ^
and handed it to the police who were m
present. A black cap was then drawn
over the prisoner’s face, and the priests
began to recite the Credo. When they
came to the words, “His only Son,” the
verdugo, by a swift and dexterous turn
of the lever, launched the soul of the
poor wretch into eternity. There was
irata momentary quiver of the limbs
and a straightening of the form, thqn
all was still, for-the man was stone dead.
The mode of  punishment is far more
merciful than the hideous and bungling
performances frequently gone through
with at our gibbets.
Tbe troops then wheeled into column
and marched away to the beat of the
drums, and now came the strange sequel
to this dismal spectacle.
As soon as the ground was cleared,
one of the police tfent forward, and
seizing the verdugo, arrested him for
murder, hurrying him to the prison
where the juzgado were still assembled.
Placing him in their midst, he accused
him of having killed a man, and de-
nounced him as a murderer. The judge
asked him what he had to say in answer
tottiiacharge. ------ r --------------------- —
“It is true,” replied the verdugo,
“that I killed the prisoner, but I deny
being a murderer, for, although I com-
mitted the act charged— displaying his
arms with the badge — I did it in the
cause of justice, and in pursuance of
the law, all of which I was compelled
to do by virtue of my office.”
thus the formula of
satisfied.
.**
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THE SIXTH SENSE.
CurloRltlca of Animal Instinct.
Among the higher animals th&fao-,
ulty of direction is by no means an nni*
versal gift; sheep, cats and monkeys
lose their way as easily as babes in the
woods ; chickens can be transferred to
a neighboring farm without fear of their
returning to their native roost. What
special faculty can constitute ’the supe-
riority of a dog over a cat, or of a car-
rier-pigeon over a gallinaceous fowl?
The idea that a home-bound dog travels
by memory is not always tenable. Like
a bird, he will often choose a bee-line,
and distance seems to make but little
difference. In the test-experiment of a
Kentucky sporting-club, a pointer, mt.
3, was drugged and taken but on a night
. train of the Cincinnati Southern rail-
road, not only a full hundred miles be-
yond the range of his former rambles,
but by a route (after leaving the depot)
that must have impressed him with the
idea that his captors had abducted him
in .a northerly direction. In a stubble-
field, surrounded by woods, and out of
' sight of any landmarks he could possi-
bly have recognized, he gave the exper-
imenters the slip, but four days after he
was, nevertheless, home. If he ranged
the country at random, the probabili-
ties were a million to one that his search
would have outlasted the wanderings
of Ulysses. Steering by memory was
in this case out of the question. ’ Was
he guided by a “sixth sense?” Or by
the sense of smell? The distance, in
an air-liue, was about 150 miles. How
many intervening objects— Lexington
breweries, swumps, woodlands, thou-
sands of blue-grass farms and cattle-
pens— must have disguised the scent of
an atmosphere he could have recognized.
And, beside, is there a doubt that he
would have finished his trip as quickly
if his objective point had been a cottage
in a solitary nook of the Alleghanies,
instead of a reeking factory-town?
Nightingales, in their South-Spanish
winter-quarters, can certainly not smell
the hawthorn hedge of their North-Brit-
ish summer home. Yet they return, and,
probably, like cranes, by* the shortest
route. Anatomists know that in birds
the organ of smell is very imperfectly
developed; their nostrils are merely
breathing-apertures, and watching them
at their meals leaves no doubt that they
are guided by sight in picking every
morsel of food. Hens cannot detect
food in a hiding-place; they cannot
smell concealed earth-worms, but have
to scratch at random and use their
eyes. In exactly the same way tame
vultures dean up the meat-market of
Yera Cruz. They hop about and peer
left and right for scraps and offal; their
eyes are everywhere; their sense of
smelj does not help them to detect a
single morsel hidden in the dust, for
instance, or under the bottom of a
light basket that would not intercept
the scent. How do they find a carcass?-
A hound, hunting by scent, keeps his
nose down, and would not promote his
purpose by climbing a mountain and
sniffing the air from the summit. A
vulture rises above the clouds. If he
had to hunt on the canine plan, he
would skim along the ground. High in
the summit-regions of Mount Antisana,
Bonpland saw a condor at an immense
elevation above him; and even the
Texas zopilote, a near relative of our
turkey-buzzard, ascends to a height of
four English miles, and, as it , would
seem, far above the tinted atmosphere
of the lower world. Yet, even on days
when there is no zopilote in sight, half
an hour after a mule has dropped on
the loneliest bridle-path of the Mexican
Cordilleras, a pack of aerial hounds are
sure to put in an appearance. It mat-
ters not if the accident has happened
bn an open table-land or in a deep
mountain-glen, or even in the oods.
Watching the sky from an open cliff, a
speck may be discerned here and there
on the distant horizon, slowly but
steadily approaching, as if drawn by
an invisible cord— intuitively, in default
of a better word. But whether that in-
tuition operates by a gaseous or optical
medium, remains an unanswered ques-
tion. . One point might, perhaps, be
decided by manufacturing an absolutely
odorless sham-carcass, and trying
whether the mere sight of the counter-
feit banquet would attract the guests.
—LippincoWs Magazine.
truth, yet he knows we do not believe
it, and that if he really were to tell the
truth we would suspect something else
anyhow. If we discharge a colored
waiter it does not affect him in the
least. He will take it philosophically,
really appear as if he were relieved,
and in a few days will turn up at some
of the other hotels as a waiter in all his
assumed dignity. A white man will be
indignant, then despondent, and per-
haps not find a situation for a month,
but the colored man always gets in
somehow.
“No; they rarely go to second-class
hotels or cheap restaurants,” continued
the race delineator. “Dignity is every-
thing with them. The average African
must be in a first-class hotel, where he
can wear a white vest; otherwise he
will act as chief bottle-washer in a bar-
room or work for a private family at
much less wages than he could get in a
second-class hotel or cheap restaurant.
This he considers in a measure retire-
ment from public life. And, again, the
cheaper restaurants and hotels largely
employ white labor, some of which is
very cheap. White and black waiters
cannot, work together in a dining-room.
It is something like an oil and water
mixture. There is a feeling of superi-
ority on one side, and while the blacks
feel their inferiority as to white people
they assert their equality in this
instance. But separately the colored
waiters are undoubtedly the best in the
world, and really are the only people
qualified for vr alters. ” — Ch icag o Trib-
une.
One of the Elect,
Cleveland, Ohio.— The Plain Dealer
reports that Hon. Martin A. Foran, Con-
gressman-elect from the Cleveland (Ohio)
aistrict has use!! St. Jacobs Oil in his fam-
ily, and has always found it safe and relia-
ble, and it afforded him great relief to a
lame knee.
The Weather and the Spirits.
“Don’t ask a favor in the sirocco” is
a Common proverb in the countries
where this ivritating wind blows; and
in the regions visited by the Levanter
it is considered discreet to do business
on a cash basis until that depressing
breeze ceases to curdle the milk of hu-
man kindness. Some men’s spirits rise
and fall with the barometer, or accord-
ing to the height they ascend or de-
scend on a mountain side— the circula-
tion being relieved by a moderate re-
moval of atmospheric pressure. But a
more sudden (removal of pressure is
apt to produce congestion. “A dull,
depressing day” is proverbial, and “a
cheerful sunshine” is known to every-
one. It is a portion of the Frenchman’s
social creed that during the November
fogs the “English phlegm” finds an out
let in suf"J* ---- v **
curiousl]
uicide, though statistics prove,
iously enough, that this is not the
season cniefly dedicated to self destruc-
Colored Waiters.
“Colored men are the best waiters;
they are waiters by nature, and are
peculiarly adapted to servitude,” said
the proprietor of one of Chicago’s most
prominent hotels. “Colored people are
not ambitious, like Caucasians, and
they are not always scheming and plan-
ning lor better positions. No matter
how incapable a white man may be for
any other occupation he always con-
siders that he is above being a waiter,
is never content, does not take proper
interest in his work, and is generally
looking out for a better position. On
the oontrafy, the colored man is satis-
fied — he has reached the height of his
ambition when he has been employed
at a ftrst-cluss hotel and can wear a
steel-pen broadcloth coat and a white
vest.”
“Do they get good wages?”
MHead-waiters get from $60 to $75 a
month; second waiters, $40; third
waiters, $30; general waiters, $25; and
Captains get $2 a month extra. Board is
included, but not lodging. A first-class
head-w aiter can always get $75 a month,
which, with our excellent board, is
almost equal to a bank clerkship. The
first-class restaurants pay waiters $1 a
day; and there is our greatest troubld;
their hours are twelve or fourteen,
while ours average ten, with very -little
to do during late supper hours. The
colored waiter will come to the office
and say that he wants to visit bis sick
mother in Cincinnati, or go to soe his
wife m St Louis, and must quit. He
prefers to tell this lie rather than the
tion, and that phlegmatic Germany is
more addicted to this sort of despair
than our own islands. During April,
May and June most deaths occur, the
exhaustion of winter and spring induc-
ing depression.— London Standard.
WooL
London has long been the great wool
market of the world, but indications
,now are that its precedence will ulti»
mately be lost, and that may be the
case within a few years. Australia
alone has been furnishing that market
over 200,000,000 pounds of wool per
annum, equal to two-thirds of the home
clip of the United States. But Austral-
ian wool-growers and dealers are tiow
considering the feasibility of dealing
directly with their customers, instead
of leaving a large annual commission in
the hands of the capitalists of the great
metropolis. So it is likely that the day
will come when the wool sale of London
will not control the wool markets of
the world to the extent they have here-
tofore. _ ' _
Baltimore, Md.— Rev. w. H. Chapman
say*5 “l deem Brown’s Iron Bitters a most
valuable tonic for general Ill-health.”
“Good-bi” In the telephone reminds one
of autumn; It’s the yell o’ leave
Toccoa City, Ga.— Dr. J. P. Newman says;
“ Brown’s Iron Bitters are very popular and
their use always results satisfactorily.”
“It is a mere gutter of form,” said the
lady as she adjusted her corsox
Are you Bilious? Try the remedy that
cured Mrs. Clement, of Franklin. N. H.—
Hood's Sarsaparilla, made in Lowell,
Some men ara club-footed, but it is the
policeman who is club-waisted.
cured my daughter of
fits, said Jno. Murphy, of Albany, O.
A maiden heiress is the only miss that
makes a social hit. ___
Wonder treads the heels of wonder. So-
tnaruan Mrvlnc is ffuaratUeed to cure nervous
disorders. _
Vain as the peacock is, the weathercock is
oven more vane.
“Put up” at the Gault House.
The business man or tourist will find flrst-
class accommodations at the low price of $2
and $2.60 per day at the Gault House, Chica-
go, corner Clinton and Madison streets. This
far-lamed hotel is located in the center of the
city, only one block from the Union Depot
Elevator; all appointments flrst-clasa.
w. w. Hott, Proprietor.
Pur* Cod-liver Oil, made from selected
livers on the sea-shore, by Caswell, Higinp
A Co. , New York It is absolutely pure and
sweet Patients who have once taken it
prefer it to all othera Physicians have de-
cided it superior to any ox the other oils In
market
ni-P; agent on the Ft Wayne
branch of the L. 8. A m. 8. railway, says:
bSlanfKwadln*'' nJSiv get 1110 two “Of®bottles of Warner s White Wine of Tar. I
never used Its equal for throat trouble.
Only two bottles. — Messrs. Johnston,
Holloway A Co., wholesale druggists of Phila-
delphia, Pa., report that some time ago a
gentleman handed them a dollar, with a re-
quest to send a good catarrh cure to two
army officers In Arizona. Beoently the same
gentleman told them that both of the officers
and the wife of a well-known U. S', A. General
had been oflred of catarrh by theitwo bottles
of Ely’s Cream Balm. (Not a liquor snuff/
Price 50 cts.)
Gently Does It.
No violent measures In oas’s of constipation!
Medicines which relax the bowels excea-
•ively, weaken them, ana by thus render-
ing them incapable of a continuance of their
discharging function, increase rather t-Mn
remedy their inactivity and deiange-
ment. The national apeciflo for oostive-
nesss is Hoe tetter's Stomach Bitters, which i£
16 rellue* 1116 Int’Btinee, expels
vitiated bile from the blood and stomach, pro-
motes digestion, stimulates appetite, and en-
Xte^^Son. The tone of all organs,
„W„^0‘S acHTe P*rt In the processes of
nutrition and accretion, la improved bv this
genial tonic, which, by promoting vigor and
^ ‘he system, is the means of Smlsh-
IBg It with its two most efficient natural safe-
guards against malaria, for whl h in all its
“Wf^toedlctoeis the sure remedy. Kidney
and bladder ailmenta, dyspepsia, liver com-
plaint and Thenmatisra also yield to it.
The old proverb, “Whore there's a will
thoro’s a way,” has been revised to suit tno
situation. It now reads, “When there’s a
bill we’ro away."
Should you be a sufferer from dyspepsia
Indigestion, malaria, or weakness, you cat
be cured by Brown's Iron Bitters.
Close quarters— the 25-cent pieces hoarded
by a miser. _
Carbo-llneg.
The wind may roar among the trees,
Yet great sKlps sail the stormy seas.
The baldhcad man may rave and swear,
Yet Carbollne restores the hair.
W. B. Squires, of Worthington, Ind., says:
I have sold more White Wine of Tar Syrup
thau any other Cough Remedy. It Is the best
1 ever saw^ _
Chapped Hands, Face, Pimples and rough
Skin, cured by using Juniper Tab Soap, made
by Cabwhx, Bazaed A Ca . New York.
Sticking, Irritation, inflummation, all Kidney
and Ui inary Complaints, cured by “Buoim-
Paiba." $1. __ _
“We always keep Piso's Cure for Consump-
tion in the house."
THAThnsband of mine Is three times the man ho
was before h^iegan using WeUw’ Health Iknewer.
Nothing better for Asthma than Piso’s
Cure for Consumption. 25 cents per bottle.
Don’t die in the house. “Rough on Rats.* Clears
out rata, mice, flies, roaches, bed-bugs. 16a
25c buys a pair of Lyon’s Patent Heel Stiff,
eners. Makes a boot or shoe last twice as long,
Wells* “Rough on Corns. "-16c. Ask for it.
Complete, permanent cure. Corns, warts, bunions.
HUMORS.
The animal Holds of the body, when poorly dbor-
lebed. become vitiated and cause eruptions to appear
on the skin. They are objectionable from their dis-
figurement, and vary in character from a constant,
uneuy sensation to a positive distress and severe ,
pain. Hood’a Sarsaparilla corrects the derangement
of the functions, enriches the fluids, purifies the
blood, and changes the diseased condition to one of
health and vigor.
Pimples.
JIaupoedFltnn, of New York, had so msny pimples
and blotches on his face that he was ashamed. He tried
various remedies without effect. Hood's Sarsaparilla
purified his blood, and all blemishes disappeared.
Ringworm.
My brother isavictim toahnmorwhich bringering-
worms all over hia face. He is using Hood’s Baraapa-
rilla, and already is so much benefited that his eyes
are no longer affected. He will continue its use till he
feels fully cured.-L. E. Howabd, Temple, N. H.
Rheum.
My little boy was so badly alBleted with a humor
that we had to mitten hie hands to keep him from
rubbing the sores, which itched and '
Hood's Sarsaparilla.
taffiiilf
FOFL _# __ __
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Sciatica,
Lumbal*. Baokaeha, Headache, iMthadM,
BaraTliraat.flwalllmgs.Npralma.BrmlMa,
Bmrrn+ Nealds, Frost Bites.
i» AU OTUU BODILY PAIH Alt A CM B.
IsMty Pragiws —A Psskfim wwSwe. YUly Casus Mis.
DtrwtiM* Is 11
TUB OH ARLES A. VOOBLER CO.
Oniisin f A VOOtUSAQO.) BslUusr*, Mt,C.t.A*
mothers. r
LADIES
J5toJ20lS&«^'»-sSBSS3.«a
FREEsSgSSf^,-
S250
Young Men vs
Circulars free. VALENTINE BEOS.. Janesville, Wia.
$65sSSsS5 three-oosnty.Chicago.
stating experience, P. O. Box g. g.. Chicsao. lUT0""^
$11)0 A VOW
ssssil
ORGAN AGENTS
Wanted in evsry County. i -
REE°7BZ£ZZ.^l8c1A<%xjmio‘
If yon are
Interested
In the inquiry— Which is the
best Liniment for Man and
Beast?— this is tie answer, at-
toted by two neneratious : the
MEXICAN MUBl'ANG LINI-
MENT, The reason Is sim-
ple. It penetrates etery sore,
wound, or lameness, to the
fery bone, and driYes out all
Inflammatory and morbid mat-
ter. It “goes to the root” of
the tronble, and never falls to
core In double quick times
“Yon claim too
mack for Samari-
tan NBRTmB,’’
saysaakeptlc/'How
can one medicine bo
a specific for EpU
lepay, Dyspepsia,
— Alcoholism,
Opium Kitting, Rheumatism,
Nervous Weakness and titty other
eomplointaf** We claim It a tpreifle, sim-
ply. because tho virus of all diseases arises from
the blood. Its Nervine, Resdveqt, Alterative and
Laxative pronertiesmcctall the conditions herein
referred ta It’s known world toidt as
ALLEN’S
Lung Balsam !
A GOOD FAMILY REMEDY!
• — THAT WILL CUBE —
CODGHS, GOLDS, GROUP,
cDr. Mrrrdllb, DwIM.
of CtadnuU, »u tbonrfct
to to la th* ImI M«sw «f
(anM.Ua. uSwula-
danS by kit fiWaStlo Oy
AtWn'i Lug Malum afar
Iba formal, wm tbown
him. W* hart hU ialUr
that H n om rand hit
Md that ha wm
»bU to rmaa hk ntc-
tkn.
o
N
S
U
jjfeuk Wrtrti, a
h* ud hU Mlchbort thish
h Urn baat mtdldM It O,
world.
CONSUMPTION.
- p -
T
I
O
N
Wm. a Dint., Mtr-
chMt, of BowICs Onn,
V*., writw April 4, INI,
that b. wuU m lo know
that th« Ua, Btft.m Im
tnrtd hk maUttr tf Om.
knowfo, bar mm hare
Ukto iba Baliam and bacn
«|*d. H* (kbit nil to if-
Itct«dihm)d|to«h»trtei.
iMMYilU, Ohio, w36m
of tba cart of hUtthU*
Yrjrems, » wdl^amre
eitbM, who htd bma tf.
lietad with BreatMUn is
ik wont form for twalv*
ytnn. Tba Lunr Rtltam
ouwd him u It Em curtd
mM£ tttot tf Btm.
ALLEN’S LONG BALSAM
As on Expectorant it has no Equal.
SOLD BY ALL MEDICINE DEALERS.
BUDD DOBLE SAT8
that a horse shod with THIm
..tii - hie speed, Dob.e, Bair, Splan
ina tho be t horse-drivers use them and strong-
ly indorse them. The LOCKIK HORSESHOE
FAD is a sole leather proteodon and cushion for
the horse’s foot bat ween the shoe and hoot n
is just the thing FOB BOUND HOB8X8, ffir It
protecta the foot from all accidental Injuries.
Just the thing fob lake houses, for it care*
all lameness and foot diseases. It la strongly
indorsed by all leading veterinary surgeons,
drivers, shoers and liverymen in Chicago and
GMEDEM
the Northwest Send for fall particulars, or
fond IICQ and get a pair of Pads, a model hoof
with Pad and shoe affixed, i ox of Lockle’s hoof
paste, bottle ot Lockle’s liniment and fall ex-
planations.
LOCKIE HORSESHOE PAD CO.,
(D. McLean, Manager,) 44 N. Clark St . Chicago.
$66
by the restoration of activity to tho stomach and
nervous system, whereby the brain is relieved
of morbid fancies, which arc created by tho
causes above referred to.
entary employment causes nervous prostration,
Irregularities of the blood, stomach, bowels or
kidneys or who require a nerve tonic, appetizer or
stimulant, Samabitan Nkbvinb Is Invaluable.
Thou sands proclaim It the most wonderful Invlg-
orant that ever anstalnod the sinking system.
$1-60. Sold by all Druggists. (14)
For tettlinouiAla and circular* send stamp.
THI 58, 8. A. SICHMOUD MED. CO., rSOFTS*
BT. JOSEPH, HO. 1
THIS NEW
lELASTIO TRUSS
<ltaaFU4ir*ri»f fern alUthan, to
ctpahap*, With Mf44)Mtlag BaU
to Matar, alayt* Itmlf t« all MtlS —
‘ Whll* Urn lillYa
B
Or. LaFIEU8‘ FRENCH MOUSTACHE VIGOR
Grow* a beard on Ike •moothoat foco ! » day* or
moat; refunded. Kertr faiu. Boston reMlpt of Mo
itampa or sllvor ; I paekacoo for |1. BovaJI ofeheap
imkatlMa; mm otter «fa«lBo. Bead for drcuUr.
Addrom. T. W. SAXE, boi ». Wttmv. Isd. U. S. A.
1 1ho body, w o to
W1* 'WfJV •*/ aitht, a ad s ralkal wro aw-
. It A* Mij, 4*rabl« aa/ebtap. Brat by mail. Cutilai*
; ____ EjiImIoo Thim Co., CbiM!0,lll,
$25 Reward!
We will pay lha above reward for anycaae of Rhau>
renew and remove any unnatural growth of
Gardner Army
and aorenen
bone or
••mall bo
failure.
A]
Ihlcoco.
SOUTHERN WORLD,
f ATLANTA, GA. 1
* SOUTHERN WORLD, • A'lanta, q*.
HiUSOUflEU
THE BEST.1
LIGHTNING SEWER!
AGENTS I - CANVASSERS l
P I S O S CURT f- o R
tf t«slutline. Holdbydruciima. El
CONSUMPTION.
Catarrh ely-s
-- CREAM BALM
be absorbed, effpet-
f cleanaing the
I of catarrhal virua,
catiaiug healthy accre-
tion*. It allays inflain-
rnation, protects tho
jnembrane of the naeal
iiasaagcs from addi-
tional colds, complete-
ly healH the sores, and
restores sense of taste
md •meu .
soTtl,'u’ar°r
A few applications
relieve. A thorough
trvutmeni tem cure.
— -- Agreeable to use. Bend
tor circular. Price SO cents.brmail or at druggists.
ELY H BOTHERS, Druggists, Owego, N.Y.
8
(•Canyahheb wanted
iBnatarvYoiii
_ - inlbs,- ____
Extremely Liberal Arrangement* made with Agents.
TO SPECULATORS. ~
®§C“*jse
SSiSSKSfSSK!:
B. LIND
it
y.rfc
Chicago Jt waukee.aleWl
AH OPTICAL WDNDEB For pleasureand buRlneis.
C.1T.D. No. 40-83.
Books Victory Vox Populi.
On which aide lies the final victory in the desperate “ Battle of the Books,” the fol-
lowing extracts, characteristic of tens of thousands received, signify:I. . . .* k® Rreatest benefactor to-day is John B.
"I ®m deUghted with tbs books. They are merrels
“Two sets of Wa1..
BN wondering bow I
Si,':
Bend Sketch or
SOUL Long __ ____ ___ ___ __ _
A. wTMOKOAN k OOb Patent Attorneys and
In Patents. P. O. Box. CO, Washington. D. C.
k-i cERisiiAs nrmMnra
rissssaRsaa.fc
i Like an Evil Spirit.
in olden times it was thought that evil spirits came in through cracks
and keyholes. The generally approved way to keep them out was to plug
up the keyholes and stop the cracks with cotton. Notwithstanding these
preventive measures, the evil things had their own way and often came in
as they pleased.
So comes malaria now-a-days. We try to keep it out of (he keyhole
and it comes in by the crack. We stop up the crack, and lo ! it comes from *
t leak in the plumbing, or an opening from some neglected drain, or from
ome unsuspected source and unguarded direction.
mi
We
drive its
time,
cine. _
V - J r
J1''*' :
Thi* apace is referred for the Woman
Christian Temperance Union.
W. d. 5f. 'Wnion.
>br « Holland LVu Xtw-
The Blessing of the Lord, It Xaketh B.ch.
If il is possible Uiat anyone can for a
moment suppose tbat the money, received
for license from jibe liquor dealers, will
indemnify a plqpo for the loss sustained in
other ways by the intemperance of one
man or the head of one family, it would
be well for that one to learn* how much a
place is benefited by one temperate indus-
trious man. A town to be prosperous
must have industrious moral, yes, and
God fearing citizens. Industry tends to
wealth. If a ,town contains a certain
number of industrious and temperate in-
habitants, each day will Add greatly to its
wealth and prosperity. And the acquisi-
tions of each are in a great measure shared
by all the others. The traqcs of industry
and thrift are generally discernable in a
high state of improvement of property.
The mutual benefit is shared even in this.
The pleasing sight is shared by all, but In
bringing it to this gratifying aspect how
many have derived advantage. The funds
' of this one citizen may almost be said to
be shared in common with the others.
The lumberman is benefited for he must
furnish the material; the carpenter must
have his share, for without his skillful
hand nothing can be done; the glazier,
the mason, the vender of hardware, the
painter, and many others, each lend a
hand in the work and each shares in the
profits of bis industry. If he is thrifty, as
he is almost certain to be, men of almost
every profession will receive a part of the
avails of bis honest toil. This family will
be comfortably and oiten elegantly clad,
which will diffuse another portion of the
rewards of his honest labor among a score
of the mercantile profession. Industry
and temperance are generally rewarded
with soundness of body, and a sound body
almost invariably possesses a sound mind,
which calls for books, papers, speakers,
schools, churches, 6c., which will give
business to many other industries and will
make substantial returns for them. Can
any one for one mpment imagine tbat the
little (returns for license can compensate
for the loss of even the position, influence,
or industry of oue citizen?
M. 8. V. 0.
(To be Continued.)
These are Sclid Pacts.
The best blood purifier and system reg-
ulator ever placed within the reach of suf-
fering humanity, truly is Electric Bitters,
loactivity ot the Liver, Biliousness, Jaun-
dice, Constipation, Wean Kidneys, or any
disease of the urinsry organs, or whoever
requires an appetizer, tonic or mild stimu
laut, will always find Electric Bitters the
best and only certain cure koowu. They
act surely and quickly, every bottle guar-
anteed to give entire satisfaction or money
refunded. Sold at fifty cent a bottle by
Heber Walsh.
The Independent-
The ablest religious and literary news-
paper published. One-quarter to one-half
larger, but the same price as its couiem-
porariea.
It has twenty-two distinct departments,
all good, many of them of superior excel-Jence. ;
Ita literary department, embracing re-
views, criticisms and notices of all new
books published, contains 10 or 12 columns
weekly, and has no superior in journalism-
Daring the next few months The Inde
pendent will publish stories by William D.
. Howells, author of "Their Wedding Jour-
ney,” *‘A Modern Instance,” etc. ; W. E
Norris, author of "Matrimony,” “No New
Thing,” etc. ; P. Marion Crawford, author
of "Mr. Isaacs,” “Dr. Claudius,” etc.; J.
8. of Dale, author of “Guerndale”;
Edward Everett Hale, author of “Ten
Times One is Ten,” etc.; Julia Schayer.
author of "Tiger Lily aud Other Stories’;;
Rebecca Hardiug Davis, Sarah Orne
Jewett, Fred. D. Story, Kate Upson Clarke,
and others. Our readers who do not now
subscribe for it, should rea-1 the advertise-
ment in another column, which gives sub
scriptlon rates to Tull. Every one should
at least send 80 cents for a month’s “Trial
Trip,” and make its acquaintance. Ad-
dress Tlie Independent, New York City.
Rheumatic Syrup Co.:
Butler, N. Y., May 14. ’82.
Gents— Some six years ago 1 was at-
tacked with a severe form of Rheumatism
and dyspepsia, nod for five years have
been taking different remedies recom
mended for these diseases, but found noth
log to relieve me, and for the last three
years have been unable to do a day’s work
without snffering Intense pain through my
back and shoulders, and my stomach was
so much out of order that 1 could not eat
without suffering great pain. I had no sp-
petite and my victuals distressed me so
(ball rarely ever ate for my supper any
thing but crackers and milk. Com-
menced taking Rheumatic Syrup, and
after taking two bullies I thought my
atomacli felt better. I began to have faith
tin* the medicine was going to help me.
I continued the use a few weeks, and now
my appetite is good, and can eat such food
as farmers requir?, without distressing me
in the least, and I can oo as much work
without pain as ever in my life and enjoy
my meals; in fact, I am well, the Rheumat-
ic Syrup is the best medicine in the world.
Enough can not be said in iis praise.
Lkroy Henderson.
NEW FIRM!
p. prutsT & co.;
I Have just received a hew stock of
Dry Goods, Groceries, Etc,,
which they will sell at the lowest prices.
Highest market prices paid for
Butter, Bggs, etc., etc.
Give us a Call!
At the store opposite the “ City Mills.”
P. PRINS & CO.
Holland, March 28 1883. 8-ly
EL BOOIsTE,
The oldest evtabliehed Stable in the city.
On Market Street, near Eighth,
I have the newest and best HEARSE In this
city, with the finest hones and carriages for funeral
purposes, which I will Tarnish
as cheap, if not cheaper
than any party in this city.
H. BOONE.
Holland, July 28th. 1882. 25-if
NOT BEING ABLE TO
CLOSE OUT MY ENTIRE STOCK.
I have added a large line of new and seasonable goods, such as
CLOTHING, OVERCOATS, DRY GOODS,
1 HATS AND CAPS, BOOTS AND SHOES, ETC.
I have a large and very elegant stock of
LADIES’ AND GENTS’ HOSIERY,
which I will dispose of at bottom figures.
UET IDIEIR, WE AR. UIsTDEH/WIEAIR/.
I have everything in the line of Underwear that any person
could desire, and I will sell at remarkable low figures.
Give me a call, learn prices, and inspect my goods before pur-
chasing elsewhere.
EL J. H-A.RRiN'a-TOET,
• 1 U O L L A. IT D, Anion.
Rheumatic la MAM
SYRUP.
The Greatest Blood Purifier Known!
WHO 18 UNACQUAINTKD WITH THK GEOGRAPHY OP THIS COUNTRY, WILL
SEE BY EXAMINING THIS MAP, THAT THE
BHEDHATISH CUBED. SCBOFULA CUBED. NEUBALCiA CUBED.
Roch«ster. N. Y. Apr. 6th, ’88
Rheumatic Syrup Vo. :
Oentb-I have been a great
sufferer from Rheumatism for six
years, and hearing of the success
of Rheumatic Syrup I concluded
to give It a trial in my own cose,
and I cheerful ly say that I have
been greatly benefited by its use.
I can walk with entire freedom
from pain, and my general health
is very much Improved, it la a
splendid remedy for the blood
and debilitated system.
B. CHR8TBR PARK. M. D.
Poor Btron, N. Y . Keb. 20. ’82.
Rheumatic Syrup Co :
I had been doctorm- for 'hree
or four years, with diff-rant phy
sicians, for scrofula, ns -ome cal-
led it, but found nq relief until I
commenced taking yonr rtyrnp.
After taking it a short time, to
my surprise, it began to help me.
Continuing its use a few weeks.
I found ravself a» well as ever
As a blood purifier, 1 think it has
n.» equal.
MRS. WILLIAM STRAND.
Fairfort. N. Y., March 12, ’83.
Rheumatic Syrup Co. :
Ukmts— Since November, 1882.
I have been a constant sufferer
Irom neuralgia and have not
known what it was to be free
from pain nntil I commenced
the use of Rheumatic Syrup. I
have felt no pain since using the
fourth bottle I think It the best
remedy I have ever heard of for
purifying the blood aud for the
enre of rheumatism and neu-
ralgia. W. B.OIIASJf
Manufactured by RHEUMATIC SYRUP CO., I Plymouth Ave., Rochester, N. Y.
s*
ABOVE All COMPETITORS
1
PGHTRUNNINg
1
SffiiNE
sInewHome#
•SEWING MACHINE CO*
30 UMION SQUARE:. NEW YORK
CHICAGOJLL." ----
•••^—•ORANGE, MASS.
and ATLANT/
Meyers, Brouwer & Co.
DSALBR8 IN . .
FURNITURE & COFFINS
HOLLAND, MICH.
Guardian's Sale.
In the m.ttor of the estate of Victoria Woltera.
Isabella Sawyer, Ar/iiur Sawyer, Vinnlc Sawyer,
and Ernest Sawyer minora. Notice la hereby
Riven that I .hall sell at public auction to the
hfRhetji bl-lder, on Monday the 12th. day of No
vember, 1883, at fuur o'clock In the afternoon of
.aid day. at the boa»e .Untied on the i went
hi If of the went half of the .ouiheast quarter ol
eecilon 2W in Georgetown, Ottawa Comity, Mich-
tRau. purauant to license and nut. ority granted to
me on the 10th day of September, ,1883, by the
probate court for the County of Abcgan State of
Michigan, all the right, title, and elate of said
minora In or to tbat piece of land fltua'e In the
County of Ottawa. State of Michigan, and farther
described a. the undivided one third of the west
half of the west hair of the aonth east quarter of
aectlon 20 in town 6 north of range 13 weat, Ol-
uva UK Hr, Mlrhlga*.
; —
AYER’S
Hair Vigor
restores, with the gloes'and freshness ot
youth, faded or gray hair to a natural, rich
brown color, or deep black, aa may be desired.
By Its use light or red hair may be darkened,
thin hair thickened, and baldness often,
though not always, cured.
It checks falling of the hair, and stimu-
lates a weak and sickly growth to vigor. It
prevents add cures scurf and dandruff, and
heals nearly every disease peculiar to ths
scalp. As a Ladlea* Bair Dressing, the
.Vigor is unequalled; It contains neither oil
nor dye, renders the hair soft, glossy, and
silken in appearance, and imparts a delicate,
agreeable, and lasting perfume.
Mr. C. P. Brichkr writes from Kirby, O.,
July 3, 1882 : “ Last fall my hair commenced
falling out, and In a short time I became
nearly bald. I used part of a bottle of
AVer’s Hair Vigor, which stopped the fall-
ing of the hair, aud started a new growth. I
have now a full head of hair growing rigor-
ously, and am convinced that but for the
use of your preparation 1 should hare been
entirely bald.”
J. W. Bower, proprietor of the McArthur
(Ohio) Enquirer, says : “AVer’s Hair Vigor
is a most exqelieut preparation for the hair.
1 speak of it from my own experience. Its
use promotes the growth of new hair, and
makes it glossy and soft. The Vigor is also
a sure cure for dandruff. Not within my
knowledge has the preparation ever failed
togive entire satisfaction.”
Mr. Angus Fairrairx, leader of the
celebrated “Fairbairu Family” of Scottish
Vocalists, writes from liotton, Moat., Feb. 6,
1880 : “ Ever since my hair began to give sil-
very evidence of the change which Iteeting
time procureth, I have used Ayer’S Hair
Vigor, and so have been able to maintain’
an appearance of youthfulness— a matter of
considerable consequence to ministers, ora-
tors, actors, and in fact every one who lives
In the eyes of the public.”
Mrs. O. A. Prescott, writing from 18 Elm
Sty (Tiorleitown, Mata., April 14, 1382, says :
“ Two yean ago about two-thirds of my lialr
came off. It thinned very rapidly, and I was
fast growing bald. On using Ayer’s Hair
Vigor the falling stopped and a new growth
eommenoed, and in about a month my head
was completely covered with short hair. It
has continued to grow, and Is now as good as
before It fell 1 regularly used but one bottle
of the Vigor, but now use It occasionally as
a dressing.”
We have hundreds of simlUr testimonials
to the efficacy of Ayer’s Hair Vigor. It
needs but a trial to convince the most skepti-
cal of its value.
PREPARED BT
Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co. y Lowell, Man.
Bold by all Druggists.
A. P. STEGENGA,
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
Cla & Uoi^atJoUrj F&lc,
Dsptcial attention given to collecting
claims. All business entrusted to
me vill be faithfully cared for.
A.P.STEQENOA,aitf Zkeland, Mich.
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific R’y,
Batng the Great Contrail Lina, affords to travatara, by reason of Ita unrivaled geo-
graphical position, tha shortest and beet route between the last, North aaat and
Southeast, and the West, Northwest and Southwest.
It la literally and strictly true, that Its connections are aN of the principal lines
of road between the Atlantic and the Pacific.
By Its main line and branches it reaches Chicago, Joliet, Peoria, Ottawa,
La Salle, Oeneeeo, Moline and Nook Island, In Illinois | Davenport, Mueoatlne,
Washington, Keokuk, Knoxville, Oekaloosa, Fairfield, Dee Moines, West Liberty,
Iowa City, Atlantic, Avoca, Audubon, Harlan, Quthrle Center and Gounod Bluffs,
In Iowa | Gallatin, Trenton, Cameron and Kansas City, In Missouri, and Laavan-
worth and Atohleon In Kansas, and tha hundrads of oltlas, villages and towne
Intermediate. The
“GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,”
As It Is familiarly oalled, offers to travelers all tha advantages and comfort*
incident to a smooth track, safa bridges, Union Depots at all connecting points.
Past Kxprtss Trains, composed of COMMODIOUS, WILL VENTILATED, WELL
HEATED, FINkLY UPHOLSTERED and ELEGANT DAY OOAOHB8 1 a line of the
MOST MAGNIFICENT HORTON RECLININQ CHAIR CARS ever built | PULLMAN'S
latest designed and handsomest PALACE SLEEPINQ OARS, and DINING OARS
that are acknowledged by prate and people to be the PINB8T RUN UPON ANY
ROAD IN THE COUNTRY, and In which superior meals are served to travelers at
tha low rate of SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS EACH.
THREE TRAINS each way between CHICAGO and the MISSOURI RIVER.
TWO TRAINS each way between CHICAGO and. MINNEAPOLIS and ST. PAUL*
via the famous
ALBERT LEA ROUTE.
A New and Direct Line, via Seneca and Kankakee, has recently been opened,
between Newport News, Richmond, Cincinnati, Indianapolis and La Faystte,
and Council Bluffs, St. Paul, Minneapolis and intermediate points.
All Through Passsngers carried on Fast Express Trains.
For more detailed Information, see Maps and Folders, which may be obtained, as
well as Tickets, at all principal Ticket Offices in the United States and Canada, or of
R. R. CABLE, E. 8T. JOHN,
Vlce-Pres't A Oen'l Manager, Oen'l T’k't * Pase'r Ag’t,
CHICAGO.
dealers Uw--
DRY GOODS.
GROCERIES,
NOTIONS and
CROCKERY.
As we bxvc just started in business In
this ci'.y, we have oo band
NEW FRESH GOODS
of the best quality, and we will sell them
at current market prices.
Our stock of
Orooltery
is complete and we sell at bottom figures
BUTTER and EGGS.
We will pay market prices for Butter and
Eggs; also will buy Qraio, potatoes,
Seeds, etc., etc.
PETER 8TEKETBE A CO.
Hoixasd, Mich., July 19, 1888,
l mm cause or sum »
Is the Loss of
MANHOOD
A Lecture on the Nature, Treatment
•nd radical cure of Seminal Weaknew. or Sperm-
atorrhcBi induced by ralf-Abnae, Involuntary
EmiMlonp, Impotency, Nervoue Debility, and Im-
pedimenta to Marriage generally; Convomptlon,
Epllepir and Fits: Mental and Physical Incapaci-
ty, Ac.- By ROBERT J. CULVERWELL, M. D.,
author of the “Green Book,” Ac.
The world-ren jwnsd author. In this admirable
r^ctnro, clearly proves from his own experience
that the awfni consequences of Self-Abuse may
be effectpslly removed without dangerous surgical
operations, bougies, Instruments, rings or cor-
dials ; pointing out a mode ol cure at once certain
and effectual, bv which every sufferer, no matter
y care himself
Thli
what his condition may be. ma
cheaply, privately and radically. is lecture will
prove a boon to thousands and thousands.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any ad-
dress. post paid, on receipt of six cents or two
postage sumps- Address
THE CULVERWELL MEDICAL CO.,
41 Ann St., New York N. Y.; Postoffico Box 450.
REST
not. Iile is sweeping oy, go and
dare before you die. something
mighty and sublime leave be-
hind to conquer time.” 60 a-
week In your own town. $5 out-
fit free. No risk. Everything
new. Capital not required. We will furnish you
everything. Many are making forianee. Ladies
make as much as men, and boys and girla make
gwS'SSvsS
j/AW
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